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• • A Sf UDY 01'·' 'lHJI' :COBaBU.Tl OBS OJ . 
·amRTAtN lOIB!AliTBlmDS ... 
·· -'ll! :llEUIQ.tiimT BOY'S.:·, 
··. CHAPTER. L. TD -ODER.AL PROBLlli. 
The .potentially del.tnque11t child, erring but only 
1noidentally so, whoee sooial attitude is still largely. 
1.n the ma,king, is, ~he··obJect ·of _thla.lnve·stiga.tion. . The 
degrel ot intell16Glnce of tbh cbhr1. bis ·~nvironment, bis 
. . 
home 'backgr<>und, hi.s possi bilities.·tor. no;rma.l advantageous 
development, and various other f'eatui-es and the .. r~lation-
ehip ot each factor to eaoh ot the others.· were· chosen 
tor study. 
in the schools the teacher• e ingenuity is great~ 
ly taxed by these non-conforming children. The matter 
of adjusting the worlt to them consumes much more time 
and -energy than is their· due, considering that the 
tea.Ober ie supposed to expend bereelt equally tor all 
pupils. Even with the exercise ot all her J;>owera she 
ie unable to prevent an appreoiable slowing up of 
olaearoom instruction because of inert. pupils or thoee 
a.otively antagonistic to school :processes •. · Needless 
to say the . slow and the bad ones a.re not being efteot-
1 vely educated. Not only do they le~n 11 ttle of the. 
curri•ulwn, but the compulsory attendance :for tedious 
ye~.rs, upon. mtaaningl~_ss. uni_nteresting or 4eepi sed 
'• ,, . ' ... ,· ',- . . . ·, ' 
tol.)ios ma;f be conducive to delinquent· behavior.· 
-10---
; ,' •,' : 
!he taot that 'large school sys~eme are establish-
ins special alasees, :special. schools~· opportunity roo~s ~ 
\ ' ' . ' • ' ' ; • . . :. t ' . ; ~ ' : • • 
opportunity. ~c~~ols~. tfad.e eohoole•.~n~ p~~n~~l. ~choo~.s,· 
ls evidence that the child who does·not 1do well.in school 
' ' . ., ' .·. . 
makes a serious problem tor the educator. 
' . ' ", . ... . 
. CRAP!ll\ ,: !I•·: llAaJ;tER, .STUDlllS REVIEWED... . .. . . 
. . . 
,. ·. l .\ Htal,f ta,_ Juvenile Jle~ln·quen\ •:· 
· William BtalJ't&: (ll •Tht '1'uv~u1ile Deli·nquent:1~ is the 
oute,anding wo~k. ~, t.llt ,~11e,. ·period in the study of the . 
. del~nque·nt oh1l4.:i .· _All cU.l'e.cto~. ot the Psy.Qb.opathio-Insti-
. ..'·.· ' . ' ' ' ' . ' . . 
:I V t ,i 
~ail~~ into~m~ti0,n. oonoer;nins. ;ooQ, ·J·~venile, d.elinquente •'-
.. ' ': ' ' ' f 
,, ' ' ' 
' ' • . ,, l ~ i l 
'_\: .... ' . . · .. · .: . . . . . .· . ·.' . . .... ·.·' .· . .· .. 
. R~~~-~"~•r, m,P.~"i~~Y: .. ~--.-~~/, ~ri~~~ii.,~UlQe,·. ~fl~ ;p~~.se,·.~·vte:re' &tud-
ied; $.tld r.esulte. ta.bu.lated tor each case .d Typiofa._t~loases 
have· hiQtoi-·y s.ppended w1'th .d{spoeltlon of. case_, a~d results •.. 
·thei-t. ta ftQ tab'1lat1on OJ' olaseifloation ·Of mate~ial,:.and· 
no numeri oal SW1:1?Jl~Y eo gen,ra1 ti-ends · cannot· be::. s_et tor th 
as .d~a.wn ~om. statis\1,s.<l,, .. · 
Meal.,- is referred to 1clate~ in ~· . olass_itications of 
t.in~it1ga whi ell tollow ., .. 
' '\, . ' 
.,2~/ ~,'.l!ha lnte,lliii'Gn~.--:Q.uo.tien,.,.~~ Juveai.le Qttendere •·,· 
. George 91:aab1•s (2)J stu~y.,ot ,~oys a~ ;_st,.,. (h~les . 
. eohool, tor .. l)Oye ·. showe~h :. ,· .. , ,._ 
'' ,.I'''._;,' ,.:,. ',,- ', ';' - ,· ,, '• . ' ,, ,, 




. . . '15~8Q 
· •.. a~ve . 80, 
He tinda: (Jt'im.ee. against p~operty. the. most· common type 
! -~--~---~----~---~---····~----+-~----~---~--~~~-~---·-----( l ). iteeJ.y ,',..\V11liam, _,:~e · Juveni_le Delinquent;. Little• , 
. Brown. ·co. 11 . ··::Boste>n1 ·1914 __ . - .. ·( ·... · . . . .. ·· ... 
(2) · ordahl,;;Georse. A:study ot 341' :Delinquent Boys,) 
J~u:rnal ~t. Delinquency, Kay 1~16,>, Volhl~, No.,: 2.,. 
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· of de11nquenoy. The location or homes is found unfavor-
able in sooia.J. .influence.·. 
J. Harold Williams '( 3} made · a study of · boys at 
Vlh.ittier in 191_6 •.. He found· 28%· feeble, minded· and 25% 
at. or nea..-r the border line. 
,': .· .. j. : L •. van Horn (.4) . made a study of 53 ju'Venile_ · court 
wards of _Santa Clara county, :California, City .or; ~an· Jose, 
... 
1n 1918, .· Intelligence tests gave geperal accord .with 
Ordahl.., prev~ous°ly ,quoted • 
. . _: Eleanore Hope Johns.on~: in 62 cases, reported as b.e-
ha.v1or prQblems trom. Public School ll, 1Jianp.~ttan ,: N. Y,., 
round 1n 66% of overs.genes$, 83% :epeated grades.. Parental 
conditions and pa.rental supervision both .in1 .. erior. Health 
doEUl not correlate w1 th ,beha,rior. Truancy is more hope -
ful than niisoonduot in aoh,ool. Emotional unbalan.oe pro-
duces teeble inhi~ition. 
,11nitrad Richmond (6) in a survey ot the Industr.ial 
Institute of Wyoming by means· of Terman-Binet .with diag-
; ' f 
noeis, and physical exaniinatione, dieoovers 2/3 are be-
low average intelligeno$. Of tlle other 1/3, 38 .have 
abnormalities of functioning •. Fifteen percent are feeble 
---------------------------·--------·-------~------------( 3) Williams, 3. Harold, · A Study of 160 Delinquent Boys 
Bulletin No. l, Research Laboratory of the Buckel Founda-
tion, l9lo. 
·· (4) Horn. J·. L. A· Study of ;53 Juvenile ,Court Wards. 
Journal Delinquency. sept. 1918, Vol. a. No.· 6. 
( 6) Johnson• .. Eleano~e Hope• M'.ent~l .sta.tua and conduct. 
Journal Delinquency •.. Nov. 1921, Vol. VI, P. 649. 
· ( 5) · Ri ch~ond ,·:Winifred, . An Industrial Institute survey, 
Journal Delinquen oy, sept. l 921, Vol. VI. 
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mindad. · There· ei~~) · nau.ro.tioa and 11nyobopntbs at oll 
levol~moi .. e frequent nmong the, bright.er boys. l0 •. 4}i 
gave pi·omiso of reform. 
c. But'*t (7) otad1ecl 200 oases of aalinquent boys 
and girls, 12!:S ot :the formot,., 77 of tho lattDr • with 
rognrcl to family h1otory1 poroon::11 history, phyo1cal 
ohm:-+notoriatioo peyo~1ologioal ohara.otoriot ica, oml· 
· ·o.1tfenaoa. 
;f• 
· Cor1 ... olntions computod fl"lorn his f i.ndings are as 
follows: 
Dol 1nquc:mcy a~d herod.1 t~t r :: • $2 
Dolinquor.t.cy and ·environment r ... • 32 · 
. . . -
+ 
Delinqu011oy nna Phyaionl Condition r ; .1G 
Doli11.quoncy tintl PcJycholoatoal Condition r : ,31 
3. Homes ·or Juvonf.lo Off'endarn. 
¥:illis v;. Clar!c (8) imroatignto'1 tho homes of 'boys 
of fih:t.tt!ei:· state £:ehool using fo1'1( 0001'$.ing iho m11ttio1' 
; 
Sct)le. Ohnptor IV) · i·he ob ;}oot of tllo study 
wan to cHt:tcover the cor1--elnti011 botitreen homoa ond i11tel-
ligcnco. The 11toeults show a corralat:i.on of .25 botwaan 
home conditions and I~ Q.. P·, E. .03'6• Throe hunaroa.· 
1~ottt:' cnooo wax-0 investigatetl • 
(7) Burt,· c. Ct\ucml P"aoto:r~, or tTuvanilo Grinm, LTitioh 
Jou1'!t1al o:f Po:1chology, 19231 31-::>3, 
(B) Cla:t·!r1 W111i.s VI., Hooa condit,iono anr1 Nat,ive Intel-
ligonoo, Journal Delinquency, January 19:22. 
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llisa Richardson (9) 1nvastig$.ted t~e homes ot 100 
I ' defeotive children living et Vineland. ·Sho tabulates 
her findings as tollowe: 
l living in luxury. 
20 plenty (careless housalteeping and management) 
50 had ,parlors or ldtchen living rooms. 
3 from o.aylurns. 
15 vel."Y poor. 
3 in rooms ( l alum-maniac, l clear mnniao, 
l very dirty) 
l~ in houses with yards and tlo~ars 
Haaly{lO) in Individual Delinquents emphasizes in 
. . 
the '*dolimitationtt ot hia field; ttl)ata about family and 
environment may ba worth much for explanatfon,.~:f. often-
dor• s tendencies. A study of his oases reveals many ,of 
what c. Burt calla '*advoree oircumatano~e" in the horn.e 
of the delinquent child. 
Burt•s (11) survey previQusly quoted, revealed a, 
oorrelatic11 betv,een delinquency a.nd tour main home de-
fects as follovu.H poverty 14; defective family relation-
ships 34, defective dlsciplirte ~46J vioious home .42. 
Ordahl {12) finds 70Jb .of boys at st. Charles trom broken 
homes. . . . . . . . · . . ...... · .. , . , . 
1 {9) Richardson, Josephina.M,, Home conditions of 100 
Defective Children, Training Sohool Bulletin., Dao. 1923. 
(10)_ Healy, Wm,, The Individual Dali11quent 1 Li ttl.e, Brown Co., Boston, 1914~ . . · 
(11) Burt, c. Causal Factors of Juvenile Crime, British 
Journal of Psychology 1~:23, 3, 1-33 ,. 
(12) Ordahl, George, A Study of 341 Delinquent Boys, 
Journal or Delinquency, Jtay 16j Vol. l, No.2. 
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4. Association .Studies •. 
I ·' . * . < Otis (13) made a study of 130 children at Vinela1td 
with l:Jiontal ages 2~12, using a 'control group ct 'l'rentotll 
School children from 4 to 8 ohrononlogical · age, 200 in: 
number, 4.0 at each age •. · Ha found .the followfng types ; 
. i 
of indi\ridual reactions., ThtUJe display an interestin~ 
difference between reactions of th~·· meht~ily defective: · 
ohildren and children of the normal group,·., although t~e: 
I 
i 
nmntal ages of the two groups are assumed .to be comparable:· 
Vineland 
l., Repetition of Stimulus 
Appears among detectives 
of higher mental levels 
than among normals. 
2.: Non-logical. 
3.- Sound .reactions.· 
4. l!or o than one word. 
5. One word normal type. 
Trenton ?io:rmal 
l.· Repet:i.tion· of Stimulus. but 
\ 
not so frequently as V!n~-
land gro\1p., 
2., Mon-logical occurs more $re- · 
quontly at 5 years. 
3. t,OlUld reaot ions, .. sporadid\. 
I . \ 4 •. 1io1~e than ono "nord, ohE\ra" .... 
teristio at 5-6 yGars •. 
5. One word normal type,· not 
yet of adult type at eight\ 
·.y·ears.: 
J •. R. and A. J. Rosanof f (14) made a ·study of. 300 soho,·ol 
hi clren a as tt:"""15 selected at random exce that an evo1n 
(13) Otis, M., ~ Study of A~sociation in Defecitives,, Journ~ 
Of Educational Psyc11ology, Vol. 6 ,. 1915. 
( 14) Roaanof f, J. R. and· 1.".. J., 1A study of .Assoeiation in· 
Children Payohology Review, 1913, 250-253. * With Kent...z.tosanoft Aeaooiation test. 
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number 25 at each age;, wera talrnn. The. Kent-Rosanoff (15) 
Association Test .was used ·\dth .technique adapted to the 
younger children.· The test records were analyzed and 
clnseified as usual with Ke·nt-Rosanofr' test. Items o:t' 
difference with adult tosts were as follows: 
1,000 adults gnve 6.8% individual reactions, 85 
speoi.fic; 175 children 4-10 years gave 18.SJt indiv1c.1ual 
reactions 62.7% ~pacific. 
i'he quality ot individual reactions: 
Normal by appen<1~x 
Persovcration 









Summary: Largo number o:t· doubtful and individual re-
aotionst partial dissociations, end perseveration. Failures 
due to lack of familiority with stimulua word. Gradual de-
volopment from 4 year old to adult typo. Definite correla-
tion. between mantel cape.city and. association. Extrema do-
pa1"tura from avorece at any age depends upon biological 
variation-plua variations, precocity; minus variations, 
pathology~ u Items of di ff orence••, from adult roaotio11a 1 
"are confin$d to ohildr~n under 11 years of ag~« • 
• ,_ •d • EaqtF}nn nnct Rosanof'f . ~ 15l. made. a stuc1y of 104 · boys from, 
(15) Kent, H •. and Rosampff., A. J.,., A Study ot Assooiat,.on in 
Insanity, bm. Journal of Insanity, Vol .. 67, · No. 1, 2 1 1910. (16) Eastman, r. c. and Rosanof:r, A. J, Association in Feeble 
Minded and Delinquent Childl~~m, American Journal of Insanity, 
Vol. 69, PP• 126-151. 
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House ot · R~fuge, Iiandall • s ·island; 42 boys from the Brook-
· lyn J)isciplinnry Training School, . e girls from Bro.olt~~ 
Trsining School and Home for Girls; 48 boys and 4? :gitla 
from public schools in Brooklyn; 2 boys ·,and · 2 girls w~o 
were. priv.~te patient~. All were backward in school and 
tho majority were delinquent. ·The Kent-Rosanoff assodia-
tion test was used. 
Abnot·mal Aesoc:lationa.l tendencies ware revealed a;s 
fol.lows: (1) failure; (2) ?ion-.speoitic 8.4% (normal 6.2%)' 
(3) repetition; (4) particles, marlted number; (5) Indivi-
dual Reactions, 13.2% as compared w:i:Ui normal (hB% and 
insane 26.8%, 
5. Housing 
John J. Clark (17) sets forth requirements for group 
housing as to dey a:t'eas, concrete, baaamenta, water supply, 
~rainage, staircases• ventilation• size of rooms, ai~ks 
and caps, wator clooets, place for refuse, place fot ·OlOthas 
,r,ash:i.ng, numb or of rooms. 
Clarie also quotas Birlmead Tutorial Class on semi-
detached houses as followt:j: garden in front, back passa.ge, 
3 bedrooms and bathroom, regulation for stairs, tire-place 
in oach bedrooo, drawers, hoolts, lir,en-cloaat in eaoh bed-
room, parlor, scullery, outside wash house, larder, VJindows, 
cold storage. etc. 
, . 1vrr •. Lawrence Veillor .. ~lf.Q..,recomrn.ends sneciol care aa· to 
(17) Clark, John J., The Housir1g Problem, :London, Sir Isaac 
Pitman and Sons, Ltd, Amen Corner, n~: C~ 4 Bath, Melbourne, N.Y. 
(18) Veiller, Lawrenco, Secy. Natl. Housing Association, Houses 
for Skilled Worlters, Williamsport, Pa. •. 
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11ght and vantilation,of· basement, cortorete floor, hot 
air furnace; bathroom with porcelain tub, washbO\vl and 
toilet fixtures; kitchen hns porcelain sink and wash-
t.ubi front poroh; kitchen entrance; gas, ·electricity; 
closets; ldtohan cabinet, linen closets. 
Knowles (19) in Industrial Housing Emphasizes for 5 and 
.6 room houses, large ·kitchens for dining purposos--no built-
in featuref, no single bedrooms, no refrigerator in bns~merit, 
fruit and vegetable room in basaraent. The furniture is to 
determine afze or rooms and placing of windows. 
Wm. g. Grob!m, (20) architect of Philadelphia, Penn., 
in Essentials for Unskilled, ·Poorly Paid Workman• s Homes, 
insists upon walls and roof permenent, vmterproof • YJind<>we 
in every 'room. for: eunahine and ventilation, <leoe~t modern 
toilet i'acili tiea, a ink in kitchen ·with running water and 
sewer connection; gas or electric. light and proper heating 
apparatmq combination living room, dining room, a:nd ltitchon; 
l)edroom large enough for parents ,vith infant child; bed'1-
room for male children~ bedroom for female children. 
'Laslie J,t. /tl.len, (21) A:r.;.beitho\tt; Construct.ion Company alao 
emphasizes ·waterproof walls and roofs, and i,dds fl.oor. Sa.mo 
bedroom plans as Groben and other essentials vary nearly 
parallel to Oroben. 
u~ s. Dept. of Labor describos hot.1 to group houses. 
Mot to be rnorc the.n 2 rooms dee. no livin .. ouartere in · 
19) I{nowles, lndu.st1:.iaJ. Housing, p .. 295 
(20) Groban, \Vm. E., Unstillod, Poorly Paid Worltman•s Homes* 
Philadelphia, Penn., Arch. Rec. Jan. 1919, 
(21) Leslio'.Iif .• Plllcm, workmen's Hornes, Sci. Am., Dao. 1919. 
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basement, ,minimum tlow sp·aoe tor '.eaoh kind ot room. at 
least one window·· 111 '. eaoh l'O Cln ·opening directly to ex-
terior. toilet·. and .. bath to~· 'each' apartment. 
tr. 1 Peychopathy·ot·the 'Juvenile ·ottender~ · ' 
Mias Kateei: (22) in (Si.apter ·1.1t ot. Unstable Onild sets 
torth hei-, conception ot the delinq~ent· of abnormal func-
tioning o:t intellig~n~. · s~e · de~ines peychopa.thy ln 
.te:ma .of tunction>au. compe.Jted· -with'.· :tntelli gence 'levels and 
f- ,' , < '~'. ~ -/ f , " ' \ ~· 1 
. a.ge <ratings.·: • W.ae·--·.Ma.teer: tinds the .behavior o-r delinquent 
... ,'" .... 
boJS'·and:.si,rls ;is paralleled 1n:aetail ·by.''tha.t ot the ln-
t . . ' . • . '·; ~ .'.' 
. aane in ;the h:ospi tals ·tor .,tlu.hpsychotios·, :s11e· euggests 
I • \ ' c < : ' ' , ~ 
• ,' • ! ' • ' 
ten· ·requirements ··for :diagn(Htif·' or · psyehopathy}·"·proainent 
~ong· ,theue :a:re .(l} the>amount ot ocatte~· abo-ve baeal age. 
on the J31net eonle·· and·; (2'/ thef':·number of individual reac-
tions·:and: their :quality· on· the' Kent-Ro:aanott ·test. Miee tt. 
· .finds .'·a··s.catter of :4 or more· yea.-; si;gnitioant in dia.snos-
ing:psycl1.opathy :anc1,tndiVidual/reaotton• numbering 10 or 
more . Qe · of even greater · s1gnif.icanoe, · ee(pe:oia.lly when 
analyzed aa :t,o quality~, 
nr .• ,oc,ddard: (23') ·in Juvenile ·Dellnqueilt ... diaou.sses his 
,, 'SUbJ~ct tram 'the .p,fstulate--- 11He' did' ·not<know any better 
or he could, not help·it 11ft- Jie'formulatEfs problems thus: 
1_: lnheri tanoe ··and .environruent oontro1 development 
of child into, uae:t""ul or non-u.se.t'"ul :aa.u.lts. 
,· , , , .· , ':'· r, • . ------~------~---------·----------~--------~-~~-----------(22) :Ma.tear, Florence, Unetable Ontld, New York, D. Apple-
ton and'. co.•, 1924 .: ·, · . : · · , , : . . , ·. ; ; ·, · .. 
(23) Goddard, H'.. H .. ,·. The Juvenile Delinquent, 1921 
Dodd Uead 1 . lf·. · Y.:.· . . 
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: , 2. : .Inheritance· has .2 divisions. '. , ' '• • , I , , , I • · · , ! 1 ,~ · , , I • • , 
O:,mm.on racial bmer1 ta.nee. 
; I ' • 
b.: ; Sneoial inherS~ tanae., .fro~ ,family stock. 
, : ,' , J : •· •. <, , · f \ •' • •,.'." I , .; ., ,j '•' 
, .. 0 Good intelligenOf'.! may ,conquttr ,environment •.. , The 
, , • ' r , I < , ,, ' • • ' • .~ ' 
inherittd,:factors that. are. likely to become anti-social, 
unl~as oiviliz~d, 81'~ ,(l),, .sex: intere~t,: ( 2) aooumula.tion 
·. of proper1iy, ( 3) etc.·~,, 
. ' < I •'l 
Training_.~ ohil.d mQans aQns:ta.nt )nodttioation and 
· ... ·.oa,ntrol. ,·o~·,·1nherited-'·impult,eHa .• '.:.: .,. ........ : .......... , ... ,. '"'' ,. 
· · Oha.pter.s:.ll. rand., ,!II, a.re .. large~Y:: a ·d~scuoaion:.of. :Miss 
. Mateer '·e W<>r.k .. vd th Jt\Venile .de).i~quento·. in;.Ohio Bure~u o.r 
Juvenile Resear.~, setting ~orth 1 . tir:st, the ,adequaoy of .. 
·the K~nt ...i:io.se.no:rt :tes.t. :in, r.,ve~l:1.ng .. pay,ohonathy •-: .. Uiss. 
, .M•:s. eooia.l cha.r.a.oteriat,ios· .. of,·:PSYchopathio: child are. 
,quoted. 
· ·· syphilitic; ;:di~eas;E:H,· .ot· ·,ohild.hood;·~tevers~~infeotione-- · 
, . ; . intoxicati.o.ns_. .-are st1:apected,; disturbance . of ,mo.t1onal 
, ' : I ~ '', ''' ·• 
Dr.· ·Go,dGia.rct ·. discu~s.es ., iireat~en,,:t; , of: .psy~.opaths : .. 
(l) Feebleminded:i,nstitutions_:may eas ..ily adjust to psyoho-
pa.thio teeble.-minded.;. :.· (2) First·. treatment of average and 
superior 1ntellii8f10$ .levels should ,be. to-. tell the child 
his condition·,. (if, !).8· .is oid :enough ~o :understand J, that 
he may avoid. situations . to w~_ch he. cannot adjust or pre-
pare himaelt for: determinei effort if: .he ·1s untI.voida.blF 
thrust into £S~oh ·. cir.cumetances. , ICeep · in touch by letter 
and. ha.bit ·may bring desirable. re,sults. 
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OHAPTJCR III. T_Hre SPEOIFIO. PROBLEM DELI~/IT~D BY 
TWBLVR: qUESTIONS, 
The fo~lowing questions were formulated to define 
the various features of the study: 
1. What ar, the ohronolog1oal ages ot the boys in 
the group studied? 
a. What a.re the 1nte111genoe quotien·ta of the. boys 
in the group studied? 
3. What are the mental ages of the boys in the. 
group studied'?. 
4. To what extent does eaoh boy soa.tter on the Binet 
Teet? 
.. 
· 6. What ta tbe ohara.oter of the rea6t1ons of each 
boy; to the Kent-Rosanoff .Teat? 
_a. From v1llat -kind of a home does ea.oh boy oome? 
7. From what kind of a neighborhood does eaoh . 
boy oome? · 
s. uovl~a eaoh boy rated by qualified adults, on 
his nb1lity to-get a.long with people and ma!te 
his own way? 
9. What was the oauae ·Of oomn:11 tment pr each boy? 
10. Wha.t 1a the phye1oa.l condition of eaoh boy? 
ll~ If par,,led, what is his present adnptnt1on to 
soo1ety? 
12. What oorrelatton ex1ats between each of the 
.f eature.s named in the first ten questions and 
eaoh of the others of the first ten taken separate-
1~:? 
·oRAPTER IV, TH.E METHOD OF STUDY. 
l. Field· of Study 
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The group selected for the study was the population 
of MoOune Home. by definition A Home for Dependent and 
Delinquent Boys of Jackson Oounty, Missouri. 
a. Reason for Varying Number of Oases in 
Various Features of Study 
A total of 169 boys were studied but only 143 appear 
' . 
in the tabulations beoause boys were being paroled every 
week or for other reasons lef't the ho.me before tests were 
completed. There were 26 who had only the Binet-Simon 
Test or on_lY tAe Kent-Rosa.noff ?"est. As these were ran-
dom oases they were not tabulated. New boys arrived 
every Friday and the judges, very consistently, d~d not 
rate boys with whom their aoquaintanoe was sho·rt. Conse-
quently only 129 oases appear in judges ratings. 
In most calculations involving the Kent~Rosanoff 
Test, only oases ll years and over a.re used, as will be 
explained later. (see -ollapter V, p. 37) There were 123 
of these. 
The homes of,only 101 boys were located and some of 
these could not be used in every tabulation because of 
the age limitation fo1 Xent-.Rosanoff. Test. 
One hundred-one oases were studied with regard to 
eight features ea.oh, 42 oases are incomplete in some fea-
tures. 4fhe complete 8 feature~ of the survey for the 1q1 
oases are: age, mental age, intelligence quotient, in-
dividual rea.otions on the Kent-Rosanoff' Test, social index, 
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home rating, judges rating; and oauae of commitment. 
The Binet Reoord Booklets were not av·ailable for a 
* ,: ~.:· 
few cases, and a few oases displayed no So-~tter so wit.h 
regard to this ~feature onlY: 111 boys a.re studied. 
3. Age of Oases. 
The boys 1noluded in the study were from 6 to 18-10-
yea.re of age~ 
4. Stanf ord-B1net. 
The Stanford revieion of the Binet-Simon Test was 
used to establish intelligence quotients. The test was 
administered to 75. of the 143 oases by the 'hea.d of the . 
payohol_ogy departmen:t · of the Kansas ·01 ty, Mo. public 
school system. nie remainder of those used 1n this study 
were given by the writer. From the Bine~teat ·were 
eeoured 'tbe ohroriologioal age~- mental age• intelligence 
quotient, a.nd the scatter or range in years above basal age •. 
6. Kent-Roaanoft 
The Kerit-Roaanoft tests were all given by the wr1 ter. · 
tyrom the Kent-Rosanoff were derived the number of indivi-
dual reactions and the social index. 
The following history of the Xent-Rosanotf test is 
g1Ten to make clear the oharaoter ot· individual reaotions 
and social index. 
The Kent•Rosanoff (24) teat was developed er first sub-
25 D1a.gnost1ker Ge1etusk1ankherten p.- 112. 
(24 Kent, H. and Rosanoff, A, J. A Study of Aasooiation 
in Insanity, Am, Journal of lnsani ty, Vol. 87 ,. 1910.· 
* Reoord Booklet,. 
m1ttirig 100 :v,orda to each o~ '1 1000 persons of both sexes, 
of ~ges ranging from 8 to 100 years, following different 
oooupationa • posaeas1ng various degrees of mental capaoi ty . 
a.nd education and living in ·widely separated localities. 
The 100 words of the test were carefully selected to 
a.void words liable to oall up·personal experiences, and 
oa.ra war1 talcen to separate. any two words of evident oloee 
relation. Sixty-six of these words were taken from the 
liat sw·{geated by S(?mer (25), the other thirty-four were 
supplied by the authors of the study~ 
There is little formality about the administration 
of the teat. The subject ia seated eo he cannot see the 
record and asked to respond to ea.oh stimulus word,. a.a i"t 
ia pronounced by the experimenter,. with one \vord, the 
first ,,ord · that ·occurs to h1m other than the stimulus 
word .itself. lf eentenoe, phrase of grammatioa1.variant 
is the·reaotion, it 1a left un:reoorded and the st1mulua 
I ' 
word repeated a.t the end of t'he test •. 
• 
From tbe reoorda of the 100.000 reaottons thus ob-. 
ta1ned frsquenoy ta.blas ivera oompil~d showing every "ord 
given a.a a reaction to eaoh stimulus word. To enoh word 
ts appended the number ahO\dng ho,, many times out of a 
possible thousand,. this word tms given as a reaotion word 
to a stimulus word. These reaction-\ word.a and their. fre-
quencies are tabulated under the heading of their respao-
tive stimulus v,70rdea making 100 tabulations. 
The object of the study referred to waa_ to establish 
· a norm in assooiation for purposes of omnparieon with the 
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insane of King•s Park·Sta,e H~spital• N. Y. with which 
Miss Xent and Dr. Rosanoff were associated. 
For. the presen~· study the purpose has ljeen to eeQure 
the reactions. establish the frequencies by reference to 
. ' 
the· K. R. fre·q~enoy tables, suz~ate these frequenoies for 
ea.oh individual, divide e~oh sum by tlle highest possible 
eoore and correlate· the aooial indioea thus obtained with 
the othe_r measurements ?f the study. · · The very highest fre-· 
·quenoy sunim.attoripossible.is 25815 which ·may be said to re-
present the ideal person. The soore of any individual· 
divided by thia ideal score givee the soo1al1ndes. 
The reactions not found iri the frequency tables are 
called individual reaot1ona .. · These 1ndiv1dua.l-reaotions 
· · have ·been tabulat.ed and oorrela.ted in the present , study 
' ., . 
because ot the a1gn1fica.noe whioh they are·· given by Miss 
Ma.teer in h:er study of psychopathy. They,were n~t analyz-
ed a;s to quality~. 
8,. Home Survey 
A Home S~rvey of 101 boys of the group studied w~s 
. ' 
made covering the points used by Willia w. Olark (26) in 
a survey to discover relation betweenhome·a.nd. intelli-
genoe. .'rhe points a.re as fol~owa: 
1. The neoessities; the status .of the home with regard 
to the ordinary needs of life; income, food and clothing, 
shelter, furnishings, comforts. 
2. !featness#. The order and taste with which the home·ts 
arranged, also its condition from the standpoint of sanitation 
And nee.1th. 
(26) Clark, Willia w. Home Gonditions and Native Intelligence, 
Journal Del, Jan., 1938 
Deeira.b1li ty of location tilso recorded. See Home 
Ratings. Ohapter V. 
3. Sizot · Relative aize}'.~w1th·referenoe to the nwn-
bor of perso~a living in tb.ri~fhome. · 
.'.f:, . \. 
· 4 •. Parental Oondi tiona t · Pa.rents li ving't Together? 
W1 th what degre\e of harmony? · · 
5. Pa.rental- Supervision: The· extent to which par.ants 
or guardians exercise juriad1ct1on over the physical, men-
tal and moral· welfare· of the child. The quality and fair-· 
nesa of this control. 
'After the data for all items are.reoorded, each item 
is accorded a gracle~··on a. eoale of ~ p·o!nts a.ooording to 1 ts 
agreement in/qualJty• not in specific detail, with the 
graded samples of aot~al homes, on· tQe standard score sheet." 
The w~iter made the necessary adaptation of the pre-
ceding paragraph •.. In the home survey it developed that 
there were .only four· homes of McCune boys that possessed th.e 
minimum :requtr.ements ·set up by authorities quoted under 
"Findings •. .,. ~ese minimums are watertight roof• walls, 
floor, light and ventilation; basement of -sufficient height 
(6! feet) with cement walls and floo:r; beating apparatus, 
bathroom faoilitiea; running water: in kitchen; sufficient 
bedrooms ..... one for mother· nnd. :tather--one for male children,. 
one :for female children; eleotrio lights, gas. 
Not.all of these points oould be scored, any more than 
one can definitely' score on· the Whittier Saale. •aooording 
,--~ 
to agreement in quality. not in apeo1f1o deta.11" but bath• 
f'acil1t1ea, bedJ'ooms, and a living room were three 
:room 
·.po,~nts that decent scrutiny would reveal,; basement wa.e 
often home of my oases and·open doors displayed heating 
apparatus,; ·storage· :rooms etc . ,Condition -of· wals.-root 
and floor was in evidence.· A mental estimate of value 
of each of these features in oompa.r{aonwith the four 
•1goodH homes,. was made., ·1:r. their sum was out of pro-
portion with.the four fgoodtf homes a. careful rev~sion 
was made of estimate . of points and· a n'ew index recorded.: 
Neatness could be easily seen and-tive ~egrees were 
recognized;,· l.·.· Filth and disorder;: ·a·. Oonsidera.ble neat-
ness 'but stil filth;: 3 •. · Much disorder but f~irly cleani'. 
4i Medium degree of order and ole~nliness;'. 5.-Atractive 
a~rangement and· inteligent· sa.nitatlon. Ordinarily a . 
home v,as aoor.ed. easily on\d~e of ~hese five degrees but 
oooasionaly:there waa difficulty in deciding whether dis-
order was tempo~ary ·or habitual or whether what seemed ~ ~ 
· order was not good mauagement on 'tibe part U mothers with 
smal children or e1okness in.the home. At the home the· 
data on oa.rd tI• was recorded., The soore o_f each· home was 
mad.a in book of addresses as quickly as poasible after 
leaving home and then trans.f'erred to card I. 
The score ,vaa detailed 1n each case under five heads 
\d ·th due consideration of standards under "neoeaai ties" 
and 0s1ze". 0tnoomes0 were not availi:ble usualy and the · 
· other f ea.tures of the survey were de_e,.1ed fedrly significant 
of that feature. For instance, a standard home with parents 
•see Appendix for sample cards., 
ot refinement and culture, of good standing in neighborhood, 
1s evidence of a comfortable 1noome; while a home. with bare 
neoeseitiea and inferior.parents is obviously one of small 
income. «.Parental Oondit~ons" were usually freely disouseed 
· by boys when test·s were given. Court records were consulted 
where the oh1ld was yo·ung or there was any doubt of his story. 
Parental supervision is in most oases obviously a fail-
ure and.is scored low, but some oasea have all the ear marks 
of intelligent direction of ·the child's aotivit1es. Since 
in every case of this kind the Child ia d:elinquent it may 
seem oontradictoryt~ eoore the point high. It .must.be 
kept· 1n ~ind that ·the present etudy attemp.ts to show that 
there a.1'e several other faotora determining child behavior. 
· The t.vri ter has had a three yea.re' a.oquaintanoe w1 th 
a oonsidera.ble number of parents and guardians to ''verify. 
soores on "Para1_1tal oondition" and'!?arental SUperviaiontt 
and court records have been.consulted on same points•. 
7. Judges• Rating\ .. 
The Judges• Ratings were seoured as follows: After 
·muoh diaousaion with the judges individually regarding 
value ot na:bive int·elligenoe and amiability, and the prob-
ability that bad habi ta· would be overcome, using outstand-· .. 1 
ing oases to illustrate, the writer asked the judgea,-one. 
, 
·a teaoher in MoOune School ,vitb considerable teaoher•s 
college t_ra!ning; another a college ~an'who gave the Binet 
* Inf orraation for leas than half of the oases was s eoured 
on: Reading ha.bits, churob attendance, education of paj.-ents, 
number in family, ·age at first delinquency, and help to 
family. See oar~ in appendix. .. . . . · . 
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tests for the Kansas Ofty School Board; the third, Supt. 
of tho Home• a man or suparioi~ intelligence ,--to rate 
the boys concornod in this. study·. ·The 11st of boys' names 
a1"'rtn1god ulphabotioally was given to each judea with a 
I 
roqueat that ho oxproaa in numbers ranging from l to 5 his 
estimate of each boy•.s ability: (l) To get along with 
'pcopl(li (2) To supervise his own affairs when old enough. 
The· first to he considered worth 2.pointa• tha second ne 
somot·;h.nt overlapping the first, 3 po int.o. 
8. Cauce of Commitmerit 
Cause of commitment. hes been f'ully doscri bed under 
a aoparote head. Here it will rn1ffioe. to soy that the 
frot1 _the dupliootas sa.nt to TuicOuna from tho juvenile court 
filos. 
9. Physical Conr1i tion. 
Phyaioal cond:ttion · in 48 cases, was det\;;:f·1ninod by ex-
amination of throat, teeth, noso, eye, and neo!t glands by 
the i1:r-iter. ~~ometime latol" hospitul ae1·vice ,1as establish-
-
e<l and diagno.aas made by staff or Het·oy Honpi tal, of oasoa 
involved in 1n--eeent study, were also 1~acorded. 
10. Tabulations and Cor~elation•. 
fl10 present tho data saoured as ;Just 'dasct"'ibed nine 
plater;; tvera made oach containing a frequency c11st;ribution 
with mean and sigma, and a graphioal prosentatfon of tha 
data, nine tables t~are made ,witll columns of data.· Soven-
t,eon Correlation tables 1:iero made. 
See Chapter v. p. 44• also Sample Case History in J\ppendix. 
Plate 1 
0-19 YE.i\HS 0I,D 
1 boy 6 yoara old 
3 n 7 'l ti 
4 tt B II ti 
9 ff 9 n " 
4 0 · 10 tt fl no. 25 fl 11 i1 ft 
Caoos ::6 ~ 12 il ti 
27 0 13 H n 
35 9 fl 14 rt If 
10 lt 15 ti n 
9 n 16 n II 
4 
,, 17 '·' t1 
2 0 18 tt H 
~:Y1 ·~,. 1 n l9 ll Ii 
S7 boys 11-13 inc. 
,,,-
.N - 143 -f35 
M - 12-4 -
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CHAP'.rgn Vt I?I}J:DINGS 1\NI) THEIR INTERPRET/~TION 
1. Chronological Age 
Plate I displays a frequency distribution and a 
histogram of the chronological ages of the whole group 
(143 boys). The age$ range from 6 to 18-10 years •. The 
mean is 12.4 with Sigma 2.35. · · Fifty-five per can.t are 
botv;een 11 and 13•11 years old. Twenty-one par cent are 
betvJeen 14 and 18-10 years and t11r1enty-f'our per cent are 
between 6 and 10-11, 
The large group between 11 and 13-ll is significant. 
It seems that ttdi~advan~ageaus oircumstancas" boar r·rui t 
largely between those ages~ 
The groups between 14 and 18-10 includes a number 
whose instinct tor the adult•s right of choice is assert-. 
ing itself and v;bo, quite aside· from other factors to be 
diaoussed, are e different problem from the former·group. 
Tho youngest group approach normal ohildhoo:d rea9-
tions so tar as experience conditions suoh reactions. 
2. Intelligence Quotient 
rrorman• s (27) tUstri-bution of 905 unsalocted ohildr~n, 
5-l.4 years of age is used as a basis of compa.riaon. Platje 
II prenents this comparison numer:lcally. Tho ~ntelligonqe 
quotients of UcCune ,-:iore reducod to per cents and this 
plate shows thma ·::u ... ro.nged in a column parallel to Terma.n~s 
u.sing Terman•s class intervals. 
( 27) 'r.~rman, Lewi a 11L, , The 1£oesuromont of Intolligenca, P;~ 65. 
. . I 
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rifoCune per ca11ts exceed Terman as follows: 
Class .Intel,.Val 4~55, 2.09% 
Clasa Interval 56-65. 4,'46% 
Class Interval 66-75, l r/ • 28?! 
Class Intorval 76-85,. ll.687t 
Clase Intc2tval .86-961 7 r.,501, • ,.., {'J 
Class Interval l:-56-145; ,14% 
Te11man Per ca11ts exceed McCune as follows: 
Class Interval 96-105 11.e1~ 
Class Intc~rval 106-115, 18~92% 
Class Interval 116-125, 4. 82~h 
Class Interval 1~~6-135, 1.61% 
The largo fraqtumciea i'n the lowa1" il'1tt1rvalo, and 
the corresponclingly small frequencies in the uppor intor-
va ls give a gehera.l viaw of the intelligence of the McCune 
groupa. Tho lowest 25% are 75 _or below--handionpped me11-
tally to a serious e1ttant. The middle·. 50?t, approximately, 
lio between 76 and 95. The highest 25% range from 96 to 
142--tha highest intelligence being_ 142. 
Plate III. presentia anot.hc11. ... distribution of intelligence 
quoticnta--on the Terman intelligenc0 levels, Thia emphosi-
;. zes the evidence of Plate II. 
below average intelligence. 
' . 
Seventy-nine oases or 55% are 
In the Terman group, about 20% 
are below average intelligence. 
The mean intelligenc~ is B7.lO. Standard deviation 
is 1 .. 65.· Terman•e me<lian in apµroximatoly. 100. The aver-
age McCune boy belongs in the dull class 80-90 intelligence 
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olassificatlons on·one factor alone, it appears that the 
McCune boy begins to ·emerge as a dull boy in early 
; 
·adoleaoenoe. The implications of-dullness from a school 
r.oom standpoi~t, and the early stages of adolescence add 
some definite strokes to the as yet vague picture. 
Correlation Table No. 17 showa a correlation between 
Intelligence Quotient and Ohronolog1oal age of r ::: ~ 237 +.of 
The coefficient is sma.11 1 but the fact that it le n'egative 
is of interest. The I. Q. is a measure of brightness. The 
older the .McCune boy .the less bright he tends to be. 
3. Mental Age 
Plate IV presents the distribution of mental age for 
the whole group as derived from the Binet tests. The 
mean is 10-9, with sigma, 2.86. · The l~rge frequencies are 
at 9, 10 and 11 years. 
One fourth have mental ages between 6 and 9 years. 
One half have mental ages between 9 and .12 years. One 
four th have m.ental ages between 12 and 17. There is an 
average retardation o_f two years. For school placement, 
the mental age distribution shows 25% of lat, 2nd and 3rd 
grade abi~ity; SO% of 4th, 5th and 6th grade ability; 
S!-% of 7th grade• ability and 20% superior to 7th grade 
ability. 
The average MoOune boy has a mental age of 1~9, 
capable of 5th grade work but two years older chronologic-
ally, than the average normal child in that grade. 
*In the Kansas Oity, :Mo. School system• to which McCune 
belongs, there are but 7 grades in the elementary schools, 
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. Oorrelation Table No. l shows that the correlation 
of mental age and chronological age is r : • 64 ±:.. 0333. 
Correlation Table No. 2 shows that the correlation 
of mental age and int~lligence·quotient is r: .65+.0326. 
4. Binet Soatter-~symptom of Psychopathy 
The number of years wh1oh the ohild ranges above 
basal age is called the scatter after Miss Mateer•s usage 
cited 1n Chapter II under Psyohopathy, p. 19. Scatter is 
significant as a major symptom of psychopathy if the range· 
·above basal age is 4 years or more. Plate V shows that 
54 boys at McCune soat'ter 4 or more year~. The mean for 
this group ia 5.41. Forty ... six of the above_ fifty-four 
have an· intelligence quotient aboi,e, 80, which means that 
in the group studied this psychopathic symptom appears 
. . . . . . . '\ . 
la.rgely on the higher. mental levels • 
. , 
It is well to remember that as psychopathy is mal-
functioning; it may influence r·esults on Binet· tests, and 
although the present study does not.claim to diagnose 
psychopathy, it discovers a group with significant symp-
toms v;i th the ooneeque.nt · implication of unreliability of 
their rea.otion to Binet Test. 
Oorrelation Table No. 3, shows the oor1·elation ot 
scatter a.nd intelligence quotient is r : .19 ±.. 0613. Pf 
course a part of mental age is due to scatter, so this 
increase will be reflected in the quotient •. in this group 
f 
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Tl,BLE 1 
PEROEN11.«·\GE OF EACH !iIB?iTAL LEVEL HAVING TEN 
OR FliOitE IImIVlDU.AL REI\CTIONS or~ KENT ROSA'NOFJt TEST 
11 years or over 
Total Ab. ,Intel. 
Casas Oases Quo. 
12 12 70 and below. 100% gave ten or more 
Individual reactions 
26 25· 70-80 88% " n 
47 35 80-90 76% n tt 
51 20 100-.110 66.7% H n 
3 1 11~120 33.5% ft ff 
2 l 120-140 50% ft n 
l . Q. 140 and over 0% ff n -· 
122 94 total 
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6. Individual HeactionG'ton .the Kent-Rosnnoff 
Test ... · Symptom of Psychopathy 
Plate VI shows the distribution of ind:l'.'Q'idual reac-
tions on the lCent-Rosanoff teat. ln the original test 
~ent apd Rosr:noff* found the average number of individual 
reactions for the normal group to be 6.8. After examin~ 
·1ng 3 1000 delinquent children ivith this test, Miss 
Mateer• believes that ten or more individual 1·eactions 
may be symptomatic of poycho~athy,·so tor this study ten 
or more ind1Vidunl reactions are taken to be of payc,hopa-
·thio import. 
i'he maan ·for tbe · group having ten OI' mor.a 1 a 19 • 5 • 
. F1if teen caeas have mora than f::6,.8,. tho average number tor 
the insane. Ninety-four cases show 1~72. N'o:t more tllan 
12 of these 94 are below 70 intolligance quotient·. · Table 
l shows the per cent of 'Oases having thia psyohopathio 
symptom• at ea.oh mental level. 
Here, as in the Binet scatter there is ev:i.denoe of 
psychopathy operative in mentalities of fair, medium; and 
good rating, as \Vell ue in mentalities so defedtive as to 
be eligible for institutions f.or the reoble mindeu. 
correlation Table 4 ehowa correlation of indiviciual 
I 
reactions and intelligonce q11otient· is r =-43-±:-.05. "'"' 
' 
This t~oulct seem to support the assumption that psychopathy 
p:revonta true measure· of intalligenoe .. 
. ~:see Chap. II, Pr 
i~§fi~yCliBi~sI~vei?• ll yea:ts aro considet·ed in this .group, . 
TABLE 2 
CASES WITH TWO MAJOR SYMPTOMS OF PSYCHOPATHY 
Mo. Age J.fental I. Q. · Binet Ind. 
Age Scatter Reaot. 
·12 13 '9-1 69 5 ·1a 
20, 14-9 9 .... 4 (;3 7· 28 · 
lifi' 11-2 9-l 80 5 20· 
28 13-4 13-2 99 6 10 
33 12-6 10-7 84 4 ·15 
44 ll-8 8-9 ?4 4 27 I 
63 ·10-10 ll 103 e 12 
54 ll-6 7-10 68 4 27 
56 12 9-8 83 G, 13 
57 · 11--9 10-4 88 6 22 
62 10-11 10 92 4 12. 
71 11-11 l0-4 86 4 11 
81 12--4 13-~ 110 6 10 
82 18-10 17 90 6 10 
83 15-0 7-11 '61 4 22. 
85 11-9 lO•l 86 4 l.9 
86 16 16-8 104 4 · 19 
88 15-8 11 ... 9 76 4 13 
89 11-4 8-6 76 4 23 
93 13., 1(}.5 eo 4 16 
97 13 ·10 77 4 15 
112 16-10 16-5 98 4 18 
116 14,.l 14-5 103 4 25 
121 15-6 13-'1 88 6 18 
133 12-4 10 81 4 27 
134 15 12 80 6 12 
136 15-7 14 '90 4 14 
140 13 11-a 90 5 13 
Mean . .13.35 ll.5 85.14 4.75 16.9 
Sigma l.83 2.59 1.2 .95 6,68 
.. 
Number = 28 .. ,..,,. 
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Correlation Table 5.shows correlation of individual 
rea.ction with mental age is r = .... 42 +.os 
Correlation Tabla 6 shows corr.elation of 'ind1viduaf 
reactions and Binet Scatter is r ---.1825-1-.06 
~- __,. e 
Evidently, for this group mental age traries inversely 
with number of individual r~actiona and again evidence-
at lea.st a hint-~that psychopathy conditions· intelligence. 
That Binet scatter should show a negative correlation· 
with individual reaction is interesting but the factors in-
volved are probably not all apparent. It would seem that 
Scatter in this group tends to increase intelligence quo-
tient, wp.ile Correlation Table 5 showa that for this same 
~roup high individual reaction means low intelligence quo-
,. t-ient and vice versa. 
a. cases ·with Two Major Symptoms ot Psychopathy• 
Table 2 presents the oases having more than 4 years 
of scatter on the Binet and more than 10 individual reac-
tions on tht:? Kent-Roaanotr, The average scatter is nearly 
6 years, the average number of indi'Vidual reactions is 
16.9, TrJo-sevenths of the group are below 80 intelligence 
quptient. One third are on. the dull .level.. Since it has 
baen assumed that malfunctioning due to. psycho~athy affeots 
th.a scores on the Binet test--perhnpa the eo..;..90 intelli-
gonoes at McCune conceal some intellects b~tter than that 
score would imply, 
· One thit:d are of normal inte1ligenoe, a single case 
is abovG. He1~e, as at the other levels, one might eXpect 
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soma oases to fail to do their intellects justice on the 
. Binet Soalo. 
It seems that every fifth· boy at tKcCune ~etrays two 
,· 
majo1· symptoms of psychopathy, with its implication of 
oo~ceal1ng a..otual measure of int.elligenoe, as well as its 
subjecting of intelleot in social conduct. 
There, ar·e 123, oases ha.Vin$, ona_ or botn· Of tbe Symptoms 
or psychopathy• whicll have be<.~n previously n1entioned in 
this studyt so th~ average 1t1oCuna boy ia v<bry likely t~ 
display at leaai one major symptom of psychopathy. 
7. The Social Index 
The sooial Index has baon described 1?1 Ohap. IV1 p.26. 
. ' In the correlations, tabulationsi ato). with the social in-
.. dex, · only the oases 11 yea.rs• of age _or over have been 
used because the .Rosa.noff (28) and Otis (29) studios are 
. agreed that children•a associations are not 11t:e ad*lts. 
Otis finds that o.lthough the 8 year old reacts with··.l word 
. ' 
he has not reached adult association level and the Roa·n-
not:r a find that 0 Itema of difference a.re confined to 
e.hild1"en undeI· 11 years of age, n 
Plate VII presents the distribt1tion of Social Int1a:x. 
The median is 2>7 ,42, v: 2.22. 'fable No. 7· shov1s thf;lt the 
' I ' "' correlation of eoo.ial index with fntelligenoa is r ~ .44lf.05,· .... 
showing a strong te11.t1ency for th.El better intelligences to a~so 
*Except t11ith chronological age, this correlation was made to 
·verify the ago .limit. · 
(28) Roaanotr, A. J. and J* R., A study_of Association in 
Children, Psych. Review 1913, p. 250-253. . . . 
(29) Otis, M.A., Study of Association in Detectives. Journ. 
Ot Ed. Psychology, Vol. 6. 
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/display the, highel .. social intlox. s·1x-t'enths of those 
- , . 
having social indox 50 or above. ·bav·a· :1ntolligenca quo~ 
tient 90 or above. ,'l\1o•thirr1s or those having socinl 
·index 40 to 50 have intelligence quotient 90 ox· above • 
. . 
One-third of those- having social index 30-4Q have in-
telligence quotient 90,or,above~ Ono ..... fourth of those 
· having social index boloi1 30 have 1ntoll1gonoa quotien\1 . 
J 
of 90 01• e bove • 
The correlation rnith judges :rating is "mru.~kadly : 
prosantn, avidence that judgos ra'ting tends to incre~oo 
1vith social i.ndex. (5oe cor1·alation tabla Ii·o. 8) 
. Oo1·relat!on with jutlges .1"a.ting ~ :.367.±.05 
i 
Oon--olation ~vith Mental /igo -r : .418 ± .os. (Sae· : 
Cor. Table No. 9) 
"' \.· ' 
·~ · i'The correlation w1tll mental ago emphaaizea tl1e 1?,nrt 
\ I 
pl~1y~d ,by intelligence in aoc ial inclex aoox•oe. The 
\ ·\ i . ' 
~t;~,r~g f correlation with judges rating, off era evidenctj>\ 
"i· ! , ' ; \ 
· that·;, social index bas valua as a meaau1.1·0 of .aciaotabil1\ty. 
I I - ... \ 
Tho thlrteen failtiroe tabula~ed under P1·esent ;\claptat1~.n.~ 
. I 
! \ 
p. 5l\ ~how 9 are belovJ the mactian. social indox 37.42 'wh\lla 
tho n\v1erage social indo:t for. tho 13· is 34. . Thirty-four•\ 
·\ / i 
auooa~:·E;as ll yoars encl ovor bavo nn average sooial 1..hiex 
\: 
of 42 ·1/while, only ono•f if th· are below tho modian. 'l1hG 
'~ i 
compa~i.eon, thus, .of failures and successes. offers t~irther\ 
! / u 1: 
·evide.~oe that aocial inaox, classifies as to adapt~oility~ \ 
I ,-· 
I 
Coo ~Jojna Hatb1..g, p. 39. 
'Soledted from Table (ff (above ~l yoarn) 11- 51. 
* s-el-u. fe_J '\t°'OYW\ 13..ble. q I i I 
I I \ 
I 
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Then the average IiHcCune boy has a social index,--
signifying social adaptation,--of 3'7.42~ if ho is to 
succeed we apparently mc.y expect him to have a social 
index of 42 or more and if he falls as low ns 34 we 
will feel doubtful about his success. There are 50, in 
the group measured by social index, below 35. 
Correlation tables ?fos. 10~ 11, 12 , display cor-
relatio~s ot the social index with other featm .. es. · There 
is low correlati.on· with Binet Scatter which might be ac-
cidcintal as the number of cases is small.: A positive 
c·orrelat1on ivould be e,tpected because of the 11igh ?fl.. A. . . . 
correlation. Corre1:ation is also 11 present but low" with 
homo ratir.igt:& t1hich might be expected. · Corr~_lation with 
m{onological 'age is :mQ.rked (143 cases)and lends evidence 
the.t. an age limit. is essential, and suggests that adap- · 
'. 
· ·tability increases. with the. maturing process. 
8. Homa Ratings• 
Plate i.tIII shovm the distribution of home valuea for 
101 boys. The shape_ of the l1istogram.· is ·s~J.snif:f.oant. The 
vary la1.·gest frequency is in next to the· lowest· class in-
terval encl there are no casaa in the lowest. Table3 shons 
the features scored ancl the frequencies in each of 5, scores . 
for every feature. In each feature tha ~argest frequencies·. 
ere on the lowest score, 
on the ne,d lowest score 
va-ries a little from= the 
*See, below. 
•·Sae Chapter IV, p. 25. 
and the ne:{t largest frequencies are-r"" 
' J~ • .i I/ ,},/ I ~-
1 n· each feature scored. {Table 3 ~f~.\~\~ • ~.·• (1' I ., . . n .,,.~,.--,_,,,,_, 
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cause in·a few oases later information was available. The 
' ~· 
difference is so small that Plate lit was left with original 
scores.; 
·The histogram is so far from the.normal curve that one 
knows in advance correlation must be low with factors aP-
.proaohing a normal distribution. 
Correlation table rio •. · 13 shows correlation with intei-
ligence quotient is r - .334±.06. · 
Correlation table No. V:1: shows correlation with judges 
ratlng is r !: .245±.06. 
· Correlation table No. 11 shows correlation. with social 
index is r = .329±.0:6. 
The med'ian ratin~ is 10.4, O-: 4.94, but it is not to 
.. be inferred that a home scored 10.4 is an average .American 
home. Those scored above 20 would probably approach the 
popular estimate of naverage American". The median places 
the i,coune boy about half way tetween average home and· 
nothing. 
A. Location of Homes 
The location of' homes of J!cCune boys, aside from a 
small percentage outside of Kansas Cltji and an occas'ional 
case from unexpected territory inside the city,· is in four 
. 
districts of definite quality. 'lna first is the Italian 
qua1"'ter north and east of the. court house (immediately). 
Its 8 adversa circumstances« have been often exploited and 
need to be detailed but briefly. The gist of the situation 
is the Italian restaurant where only boys and men gather 
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at night. No woman dreams of entering there. even in the 
daylight, without ,a man
1
• V Here the ward boas and his under-
studies hold forth. The underworld feels at home and the 
mistaken standards of Italian masculine. behavior a.re en- . 
.. I . 
couraged a.nd i~teneif'ied. !tis trite to speak.of the 
i I , 
"streets full df untidy, sallow Italian children. There is 
little traff~'o .on these streets and if the poisonous our-
I 
rent from th,e restauraunt club-houses could be shut out,· I . . 
cthe street play is not necessarily bad. The homes are quite 
< 
largely separate, clean, having several rooms. Children 
run in and out·unoeremoniously~--a.nd monopolize mother's 
caller. Thia is often, however, to ~ot as interpreter. 
The Italians are very affectionate with _their ohildre.n 
which may tend toward indulgence. McCune doesn't have so 
many Italians. as one. might exp.eot from the bad, o.1roum-
stanoee and they~re .often, beautiful, am1~ble boys •.. 
An<?th~r locality ie the Jewish, not eo definitely 
baunded,·ma.d.e up of. sever'al scattered Jew1s~ neighborhoods. 
The MoOune bOye from these homes.have not had other than the 
common disadvantages sav~: that of part!nts· 11ho do not speak: 
muoh English and oonaequently do not prope~ly reoognize and 
i~~erpret th~ beginnings of delinquency in their b~ys, auoh 
ale. t!µanoy, s~ay:lng ou.t nights; eto. The language liml-
iation makes .. _. it easy for the oh1ld ~o deceive the parents, 
ab9ut his habits until there is some obvious misdeed, o:r oon-. 
tinued truancy oauses·school authoritlea to-send the ohild to ,,. " ' _. ,.,,.-· 
,' 
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i!cCune. · · 
Tha ·rooming house district is most largely prociuct-
.. 
ive of McCune boys. From 8th Street to 20th Street and 
from ten bloclts east to eight west of m.dn, i~ a locality 
with many rooming houses.where wholo families live in one 
room. Such families ·are small but may contain grown step · 
daughters,. half grown sons,. mother arid step-father, or 
Uncle and 1,unt with the orphan nephew of 14 years whom 
they are raising~ or most frequently divorced mother and 
the paroled flicCune son--sometimes another child or two. 
Such housos hold many ·such families. .Among them the 
denizen of the underworld is safely hj:dden. The atmos-
phore is kindly. Tired working mothers are· sure ot'neigh-
'·' 
borly sympathy, ·and usually a lady v;ho lives without labor 
will ta.lee ,rare· of a young, amiable child while the mother 
works. Older boys and girls go to schoo1, playing about 
in.tho stroats outside of school hours. Thera are cheap 
movies near at· hand, and a f ciw l)locl{S walk, even for the 
fartherest, brings exploring. excitable, childhood to ··,Twe:.ltth 
Street ·where at all hours hold forth those who ·make a busi-· 
nesa of pandering to the senses. 
The·rourth locality is'well east of Troost and from 
Fifteenth, South.to the Forties. The homes hare are·sepa-
rate wit~.large lots, often trees and flowers and in.some 
instances · very fine dwellings on very respectable etrae.ts. 
Three very intelligent boys from this neighborhood agr·ee in· 
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impression after listening to several mother's stories 
that tha gang was permanently adventuring for some years~ 
Itsrsmost influential ~oader was Roscoe Brown-Brownie, 
the· Goat. A boy who has been in a hospital_ for the in-
sano. ··1\nother · was Franic Dinwiddie, feeble minded, psycho-
. • ·.•:,,t,:' ' ; 
pathic, , syphi li t.i,c, cross-eyed, double teeth-a11...:.the-way- . 
- , -· '· 
aroi..md, born ~with one hand, with· a ·mysterious leer•. 
Seven bo:i,:-s of fine intelligence from this locality have 
.. ._ 
been :in the court·s in recent years. Four of thG seven 
were·associated with the two boys named· :J.n delinquency 
escapades. 
· 9. Judges Ratings 
. . . 
Plate IX dis.plays· a histogram· of judges· ratings for. 
125 boys. It ia a li ttie ttit:Sk3Wed to tho right -which 
'f' 
accounts for the high modian 10.32, er= 2.67. 
Correlation table llo. 15 shows correlation of judges 
rating .,v~i tr.1 intelligence quotient is r e: • 432 ± .05. In 
this case tioorrelation 1s marked'A• 
Correlation table no. 8 shows correlation Qf judges 
\ 
rating and social fndex r : ·.367 _:!'.056• a correlation also, 
cons 1 dered 0marked n. 
It is to be expected that intelligence quotient and 
,-•' I 
social index tivill tend to increase as judges ratings in-
crease. 
,:.:,,,. 
Correlation table Mo. 16 shows iorrelation of judges 
1"Since the above report vms written F. D. has been committed 
to the institution for the feeblo minded at l1iarshall, rio. 
.TABLE 4 
134 BOYS AT McCUME 




Truancy -· Stealing. · 7 
Truancy 5 
Runaway 4 
Incorrigible - Stealing 4 
'.Neglect ... Incorrigible 4 
Neglect.- Truancy 4 
Truancy .~ I.ncorrigi ble 3 
Vagr·ancy 2 
Truancy - Stealing - Incorrigibl~ 2 
Stealing - Degeneracy 2 
Neglect - Stealing 2 
.. Throws rocks at, trains 1 
Truancy - Meglect - Stealing 1 
Stealing - Runav1ay - rlfa.sturbat ion -
Incorrigible 1 
Meglact - Stealing - Incorrigible 1 
Cruelty - Stealing 1 
Sex l 
Forgery 1 
Stealing - Imf:'iorality - Cruelty l 
Total cases for each t:rpe of delinquency includ-









Throws rocks l · 
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rating and.individua~ reactions on the Kent-Rosanoff is 
r = -43 ~. 053. As might be expected ~he correlation is 
negative. Psychopathy ~ould .of course vary inversely 
with character rating. 
Correlatlon table l'Jo. 14 shows. the correlation. of 
judges i.~-at~ng ·and home rating is r: ·.245-+.063 .•. As has 
·bee_n pointed out the uneven distribution of homo ratings 
prevents a str~king correlation with a factor approach-
ing·a normal curve in distribut:lon. · 
The mean :judges rating can herclly be said to des-
cri be the_ average ?JioCune · boy until we invostigate the a-
daptation of' those rated~. The average of the.· 10 ( out ot 
13) failures• that were rated by judges is 8.6,~. The. 40 
• t 
eases of success have an average ·judges rating of il. 
The failure falls below the median. Th~ success is 
but little above it. The boy exactly at the mean seems 
to have a good chance at success •. 
10. Cause of·COmmitnient 
Table 4 sets forth tho cause of commitment. This 
differs from tho charge on the official document which 
commit$ thfl ·child to .i10Cnne. The charge is always a 
general term--naarly. always is either "neglect" or 
:ttpelinquencytt. 
Table 4 i.s the author•s abstract of case histories 
I • : 
.expressed in terms ·ot kinds of delinquency. Case histories 
aro mailed with comm.i tments~ from juvenile court officers, 
•See page 48 present chapter. 
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to McCune,- and in recommitments, data for tha new offense 
is typed and sent to McCune to b°e filed with original ·data. 
In the appendix, will be found a sample or commitment and 
case history. The ·commitment reads merely "Delinquent child•, 
the case history was summ~rized for Table 4; 8 1neorrigible, 
steals,. truancytt. P:nch case history. was read by the writer 
,and, aanearly as.pos5fble, the terms describing attitude, 
acts qr 9onditions which caused tho .. child to be sent to Mc-
. Ci.me, v1era selected for the tabulation. 
Throe of the terms used,, "neglect", "incorrigible", 
·.,:;;~· 
Dstealingn hetV0 tha fOllOtdng SifjnifiC8ll08l 
1•lieglec~ 0 v;as assigned as cause of commitment if the 
child wa.s shown to be without necessary supervision and 
becoming delinquent for this reason; or if the record show-
ed the natural supervisors could not for financial reasons, 
sicknoi:rn, etc.• talte" care of the child. If the child was 
young and came under either of the descriptions above tha 
word was recorded alone as oause ·of commitment although 
there was evic1anee of delinquency. 
If the child was ten years old or more .and there was 
history of repeated ,~dltul misdemeanors, other. terms de-
scriptive of these misdemeanors, were added to "neglect", 
al though the. c.ommi tment might have but tl1e one word u noglect~. 
\. 
The word 0 1ncorrigiblen is used to describe the charge 
when history says the child caimot be contr,olled by parents · 
or guardians. It is sometimes used alone, even when there 
are one or more minor clalinquencies which. bring the child 
into oourt for trial a.n.d the pa.rents oonfeaa their oontinu-
· ed failure. 
· Stealing 1s used·tn every oaee of seizing anothe~•s 
property--whether of smal or great value. 
Other terms used are self explanatory, 
Table 4 shows that aside from "Negleotn which encour-
ages delinquency., (the term as explained covers some _oases 
al~~ady exhibiting' delinquent traits) the two charges, with 
most oases are "stealing" and •truanoyr 11Forgery"--l case.., 
and"throwa·rooka'~-1 oase--may be added to the first and 
;> . 
the 42 .oases olaesea as offenses a.gainst--property. Truancy, 
vagranoy, runs-away-from-home are al rebelion. against 
• 
sooiety•s dictates as to place where youth sholild be. There 
are 26 suoh cases, 
Of 134 HoOune boys, 42 lack property sense,·as rebel 
against place limitations, 5 a.re immoral, 1 is oruel, 69 are 
neglected, with minor delinquencies in many oases. 
11, Physical Oondition 
Table 5 shows the .phyeioaloond.ition of 88 of the 143 
oases studied, Tatl~ 6 shows the number of oases of each ail-
ment, and Table 7. ·Showe the number .of. ailments per .boy. Some 
ailments are so muoh more .significant than others, ·tha.t ~· 
of diseases overshadows numbers of diseases so oorrela.t1ons 
:/t· 
would be of dubious value. 
· From Table 8 it ,111 be seen that. diseased teeth and 
' . -. ~~  ~ . 
tonsils• ~d ayphil~tio .infeotion--al poia,n sources--are 
·',.~ 
ree;eot~v~lY. 63, 48 and 28 in.number o~ oasis or 72% · 
TABLE 5 PHYSICAL.CONDITION 
88 cas9s 
~ 
~ .. :JS CJl 't.1 t"3 1-3 t 
~ 
tl Cf) ~ H ·t-t ~toi tzj ~ ~ (l) t:$ S.'O . P) ~ 
~ 
(D c;.~. s • (D a c+ p, 0 ~ ... o (i) :i Pi c, t-' .. CD c•~'·'ftj $l) SD !U 0 ct> t:1 CD ... <;+ • t(] c;1 tl 0 c+ 
~ t 
... ~ t1l CD r:,' ~ en tl a p., Cl) {t) to i:,* 0 ._. CD ... c+ 0 1-J• CD 0 
f-1 [53 '1 "1 c+ P' ... '"d ~ ct> ..,. ..... t:$ "" i3 O'l (t) Pt . 0 (l) tQ O'Q J:la r+
~ fl'l -~ ~- f"J M "1 0 Bo m ~ () ..,. 
Q c+ ~ 
• 
11-. 9- 43 
6 7 X X X 2 
l 9-18 
l X X X 2 ;' 
15-'13-18 
6 7 () 
12-11-l 
5. 6 X X X X 3 
15 13- l 
2 X X 1 
10-14- 18 
9 10 X X X 2 
H3-10 ·27 
4 X X 2 
15 12 12 0 
~ 
16-·9-12 
4 2 X X 2 
'>'·"J 
15-14 14 
7 X :x 2 
-16-15- 5 
2· 2 X ·x 2 
15-14- 8 X X 2 
9 5. 
13 11- · 13 
8. X X 2 
14-14- 6 
6 10 0 
12-10- 15 X X X X X 4 
Totals 60 26 .3 13 48 0 0 7 15 1.4 15 17 63 40 
TABLE 5 PHYSICAL COMDITION 
.. 88 cases 
> ~ M :a C/.l t};j J.-3 1-3 t::'J 1-:! t'l m ~ H ..... !1> t,-3 1 Cl) 2'S OQ a, f$ p., .~ ~ ::,' (l) ...... ~ s • (D a c+ PJO ..... 0 CL) .::f p. m .....- ' t1 (£) "Ci Sl) ~ 'd 0 m::, . f-'. c+ • Cl < t'!l 0 e+ t,:,' p- f-' ~ tfl (]) ::,t ::s m m s-C, 0 (l) f.» ~ c+ 0 ;-J f-1 c+ 0...,. (D 0 .... ~ ' t-1 11 ~ P' f,,1.- "O <: 0 J-,1. ..,. f-1 ~...., (i) a to a, s:,., 0 (I) Ol 00 g. c+ :> t, g § "1 w t-1 0 8' Dl ~ Q ..... 
(I) c+ s:n' • 13 7- ·22 
ll X X X 2 
13- ll- 21 
5 3 X X 2 
11- 10 .. 19 
9 1 X X X X 3 
16 · 16- 18 
8 0 
12- 10- 13 
3 8 X X X :K X X X X X 8 
11-- a- 23 
4 6 X X X X X X X 6 
13 10 .. 16 
5 X X l 
13 10 16 X X X Tr. 3 
10.:. 10- 20 
7 2 X X X 2 
12 9- 34 
3 X X X 2 
'' 14- 11- 16 
9 9 X X X ·X X X X X X X X X 11 
16- 16- 18 
10 5 X X X 2 
14 14- 25 
5 X X X X 3 
11-- 12- 10 
7 9 X x X X 3 
TABLE 5 PHYSlC/1L COMDITION 
~ H :a li:;j ij 
88 oases m tn ~ t?':j SJ.'>~ :t> ti) ~ .~ ~ 1-f ..... >1-3 OQ Cl) t1 ~ n, SU (1) s 1! (l) .g c+ 0, 0 t<t ...,.o (D ::t Cu m ,_. .., CD g, ~ () (l) t1 a, ....... c+ II- U) < to 0 .c+ t:," :::,· I-' ~- V) (l) ::," ::s trl tll s $ll (!) (i) n, =- (+ 0 ..... ...., ct- 0 ,..,. (i) 0 :t,-t ~ .... Ii c:+ t:f ~ ~ <: a, .... tJ- I-' r:s Hi 
(1) a to (1) ~ -~ a, m OQ ,::2, .(+ ~ ~ § fl' t; .., 0 Ro Ol ·OQ () :::s ...,.. 
(i) c+ S,1,.· • 
10.- · 10 12 ·. 
11 X X X X X X X X X 8 
13- 13- 3 
7 10 JC X l 
9 7- 33 
6 X X 2 
12- 9-. 16 
7 3 X X X 3 
9- 9 31 
6 X X X X X X X X 7 
8 9-·· 49 
6 X l 
6 6• 40 
8 X X 8 
9 7- 48 
8 X X X X X X 6 
7-.· 6-.. 
3 ·, · 10·. x· X X X 3 
12- 9- 25 
8 2 X X X X 3 
10- . a-. 19 
10 2 X ' X l 
10· e 26 
7 X X X 2 
12- 13-- 10 0 
4 5 
18• · 1'1 ... 10 0 
10 
TABLE 5 PHYSICAL CONDITION 
88 cases 
!I> !c" H ~L en. txJ 
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~-
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11- a- 27 
8 9 X X X X 3 
. 13- 11- 21 
11 10 X X X X X 4 
15- .e- 27 
5 2 l 
10..:.. -7- 30 
7 10 X X X X X X. '5 
.12- 13- 6 
6 10 X l 
12-- 11- 10 
1 2 X X X 2 
12~ 10- 15 
4 9 X X X X X X X 6 
'.12- a- 17 
9 7 X X X X 3 
10- 11 12 
10 X X X X X X 5 
11-. 7- 27 
6 10 X X X X 3 
12 9- 13 
8 X X X 2 
a- 7- 27 
2 10 X X X X X 4 
11- 10- 22 
9 4 X X X X 3 
12- 13- 6 
11 l X X 2 
10- a- 26 
? 4 X 0 
TABLE 5 PHYSICAL CONDITION 
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(I) e ti) (l) Qi a (I} m OQ c;l, c+ ~ '1' I:\? St' '1 '1 0 ·Ro m OQ () ts . t.1 .... 
(D c+ Sl-1 • 
11- 9- 20 
2 1 X X X X X 3 
14- . 9- 28 
9 4 x· X 1 
9- 7- 35 
2 5 X X X X X 4 
9- 7- 36 
11 4 X :x X X X X X X 7 
13- 13- 10 
4. 2 X X 2 
10- 10- 10 
6 10 X X X X 3 
6- 7- 47 
8 8 X X X X X 4 
11" 9 26 X X 2 
10- 7- 16 
6 2 X X X X X 4 
14- 16- 6 
10 4. X X 2 
11- 10~ 11 
11 4 X X 2 
9- 9- 27 
2 X X X Jt x· .x 5 
10- s- 18 
3 8 X X X 2 
e- 7- 31 
8 6 X X X X X X X 6 
11 ..... 9 20 
11 X X X X X X X X 7 
TABLE 5 PHYSICAL 001-lDITION 
88 cases 
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~ (') ~ ::s ..... 
(l) c+ ~ • 
11- 16- 8 V X X X 3 "' 7 6 
11- 10- 15 :x X X X 4 
6 3 
9 7- 37 
8 
·13+,, 12-
3 ·· 10 6 ._x X X X X 3 
12- 10- 47 X X 2 
9 5 
13- 9.,. 18 X X X X X 5 
l 
15- 10-LlS X X X X X X X X X Tr. 9 
7 6 
a 8 19 X x X X X X X 6 
14- 10- a X :x X X 3 
3 6 
10- a 20 X X 2 
10 
12- 14 4 X X 2 
9 
7;_ 7-
l 4 21 X X X X X 4 
7- 9-
10 3 20 X X X X X X 5 
9- 9- 18 X X x X X X 5 
4 9 
10-- 1o~n 8 
2 a. 
TABLE -6·. NO. OF. Ct,SES OF EACH AILMENT 
Tonsila and adenoids 
Teeth---Caries, crowding, pyorrhea 








Ears-Oti tis tiiedia 
TABLE: 7. 1'IO. OF 
8 boys had no ailments 
4 tJ 1t l ailment 
21 tt n 2 t\ 
14 M fj 3 fl 
15 n rt 4 ~ 
9 H n 5 f'i 
6 n tt 6 u 
4 ft tt 7 d 
3 ti ft B tt 
2 ft If 9 N 
l ti : H 10 ll 


































54Jb and 32% each of the 88 boys- examined. Scarlet Faver 
and me1asles· which may_ leave serious chronic derangements, 
have , "·isi ted 1/6 of the gr.oup... Impetigo and itch., sever~ 
ly irri~ati11g, have each ab_out the same-l/6 of the group., 
Eyes--,source of nerve strain-were defective in nearly 
1/2 o:r'the group. (There wore tr;o cases of Trachoma.) How . ' ~ -
tnany of tho tee th cases were painful is not rec or de d. - ~ Ear 
casos were all ouinful. Throat cases are not described. 
I ~ 
(:ruken fro.m hospi tnl record) 
The salvarnan tr?atment implies a blQOd test,--
Wasserman,--which revealed act1voAsyph1litic infection. 
•• • 1 • 
, In 'all but one of the 28 cases, the boy had more than 10 
indivic1nnl reactions on the Kent-Rosenoff .Association test •. · 
The one oxcept:i.on had a B:i.net scatter of 6 (See p. Chap. 1~) .. 
Miss !Ea.teer _as VJell as Goddard suspect that the syphilitic 
infection bears a significant relation to payohopathy--henc$ 
. '• 
the interest attachi~g to this dlagnosis. 
tl'he Wasr1erman tef]lt -is ·not final in diagnosing, syphilitic 
. . ' 
infec·tion.. Tests of 'iipinal flu:id ·ll"m_uld doubtless reveal 
mo1'e aases, bes.ides, only 61 Wasserman tests v;ere made, which 
maltes the 28 cases- nearly 50;l of thor)e tested. It is, df 
course, understood that this is congenital syphilis. 
Prosen~ "Jsdapta.tio11./ 
The 103 cas:.:s presented are those of ,whom the writer 
· has had personal ,_information.. _The su~c~ssful boys. return 
to McCune for'Sunday vis:f.ts_quite often and toll or thai;r 
Chron. Afontal Judges 
Age Age Rating 
13-7 1~10 12 
9- 7-6 10 
15-ll. 14~8 11 
1~10 8~2 13 
13 15-2 ll 
18-10 17 ..... 0 10 
15-..7 14-0 No record 
16-l 16-4 ti It 
,Av. Av. AV. 
1~5 11-5.3 11.3 
-
Uean for. 1:ihole group 
12-4 · .10.9 
TABLE 8 TABULATION OF 






































































































'12. i 9-8 
11-9 1 10~4 
12-11 13--l 














































































Phys.: _ . _ C.harge 
Defects· 




Ton. w·2;e · 




No record Immoral. 
•• ff l\Teglect 
tt 
Ton~· W·I Truancy,: 
Eyes · Neglecft 
Syph. Ton ff . ·» _ . 
Eyes, · Teet~ Ste.aling 


















' TABLE a TABULATION OF 40 SUCCESSES 
I 
Chron. Mental Judges .. Social Home- Binet - Ind0 React. Phys. Charge Age- Age Rating Index Rating Scatter K·-nR Defects 
Tons.· 
11-7 16-6 10 51 26 6 8 Teeth Stealing 
11-6' · 
Eyes 
_Ne'glect 10-3 9 19 '5 l 36 Tons.w 
Teeth· 
11-3 11-3 - 12 49 10 2 15 · No record rt . 
11-3 11-3 10 44 10 1 8 ·.- ti n .. 
13-6 9-7 10 38 7 2 18 tt ft 11 
·13-1 12-6 13 4ij 10 6 -6 tf n tt 
13.;3 12~10 13 48 10 . ' 
Eyes W 
6 G Ton. M " Teeth ·Stealing,· 
12-9 10-5 11 24 16 - 3 47 Tons. . _Truant, 
Inoorrig1ble 
12-2 10~2 - 12 38 13 I· 18 No record Neglect 
13-11 .. 10-44 14 58 8 0- 4 • n Truant, In-corrigible 
Tons. 
10-10 8. 10 38 7· 3 · 20· Eyes Neglect 
Ton. 
'.12-9 · 14 12 56 9 4 4 Eyes VJ tt < 
"· 
l Teeth SE. 
... 7-l -7-4 15 38 7 3 ,21 Eyes, I ft· 
-;. ,-
.-11-2 10-8 1. 1 43 .. 5 ·6 8 ,~ .. Mo 
Truant 
record :J·1egleot 
13-~ 12-5 12 38 5 10 It' tt ne 
r~ 
,~". Tons F VJ ; i' if 
11-s. 9-l 13 3S 7 5 20 Eyes Te ff 
~$ Jr 
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work. The superintendent and his wife kept themselves 
informed about paroled boys, ase·1sting in ee~uting em-
ployment for them and helping them by advice and kind-
~ 
neaa to eet_ established in normal life. Their informa-
tion ~aa available to -the writer. Probation officers at 
Detention Iiome ,,ere also sources of information. The 
press sometimes reports failures, ·the superintendent, 
too, hears of.all_re-arrests--alwa.ys on court day looks 
through the court reoord·to eee ~hat oases may not have 
been tried in hia presence, so the information on present 
e.ds.ptat1on is from reliable sources. 
There a.re 36 unproved (paroled less .than l year or 
still at· MoOune)·. 
There are lS unknown (paroled more than l yea'i and 
lost sight of.). 
The "Suooeaaes" · are boys ,who have been p~t\roled more 
,• 1\'. 
' ' 
than a year, have been released from reporting, (l),' and 
.. 
if old enough are known to be holding a Job. 
Table 8 was de~.~loped to display the ohara.oter1st1os 
\ 
of MoOune boys who suooeed. 
It will be seen from this table that 7 boys are of ;~: .. ·~ 
inferior intelligence. 'Three of these are' Jtaliane, (who 
'"'\ 
teat about 20% below. Americana). Two of the 7 are on 
farms with intelligent supervisors, two• un~xpla1ned success. 
(1) Boye paroled are required-to report to oourt off1o1als 
at stated intervals for at least six months. 
n 
No. Boys Home I. Q. 






















12 104 80 ----------! 11 o- , 
'r{ecor'd .. 108 118 
TABLE 9 TM3ULJ.TH}N OF 1;5 FAILURES 
Social Judge Binet Ind. React. Syphil. Pres~nt 


































Unde:r 11 yr. 
48 Yes 
Iio by 
Marshall lio. Home· 





McCune Home-re tmn 




9 rt •• 
NQ by. Reformatory, 
· 3~-·- lit.2 .l9,;i ___ _,2:r_4_· _-..... t: .,.-l_.·2-: ---· ___ 4; ____ 1..,·;s-· ___ \;..... 1a ...... s __ s... e .... rm .....·_a ..... n..... B_·. o ..... o ..... n=e ..... v ..... -i .... l.... 1 .... e ..... ,.._t __ ~o ........... 
}Io Penitentiary 
·' ·Record 130· 10 , .;.,. ·83 59 6 9 No record Jefferson City, 
No No by · Reformatory~ 
Record 131 9 135 35 4 18 Wasserman;Eooneville, Mo. 
, No· 
·· Record 1'35 . 7 81 21 4 27 No Record· tt -----------------------------
Averages 10 85 34 86 .5.3 17 
There are·s boys with very many individual renctions 
-~-Mos. 3, 10, 44,' 47,_ 64. If thay were r~moved :from 'tho 
group~ the avorare for the remaining ones vioulc!tbe 10.5. 
'rhe 1\vor~gt) Success is l.2-5 years old; his mental 
age is 11,_;5; the judges rate him at 11. 3; his· so~·ial in-· 
'. 
dex is 42; his home rating is 11.35; his Binet Scatter is 
3.82; his individual reactions number 14; he has an even 
chan·oe to ha~a ba,i toxisils or ~o have ·had· them removed; 
, 
he has a. 33%chance:to.have clefectiva teeth and vision; 
and syph·Ili tie i.nf ec·tion~ 
.. . . '. 
He wBs at· McCtme for neglect;, stoaling, or truancy. 
· Tl1irteen Failures · 
Table 9 wa~ developed for the 13 bois dofinitely 
!mown to have failed. to adapt themselves when returned to 
normal life •.. T'ne homes' of all but 3 are ·below median of 
home ratings,. ltll but 4 are below nvorage 1ntell1gonoe; 
ni11e are below median for ·soolal index; ~:i7 .5; eleven· have· · 
4. ·or more Binet Scat tor; Eleven have 10 or more individual*\· 
react~o~ui 011 the Kent-Rosanoff' tar.it;. seven have been round 
S:f:)l1ilftic by Wasserman teat, three gave riogati:ve reaction,, 
trJ.,ee no record. 
Th~ kno:tvn :failures a.11 have been at. ?foCune tt'lO times 
·lvJ.--'O · .. ··.· · . , (Q.,1A.L. !) )/,,_,Tfi_. I_ .. . ·. ; 
or more, except Iws~2s:, .. -and~50. No.....-28/was unmanageable at 
/I 
1.foCuna anF4 was \,~ransfer:red to the Refort!latory from which ho 
•"'')f t .. ~ J ·\J ,1 
escaped1 . /
1~0 ... :ii.t:/;~capeo fr.om McCune and. was la.tor sent to 
. . f 
~ne ia 1mder 11 years. 
--49-
,J 
Reformatory for theft,. was paroled and whiia on parole 
committed murder. F..o was sentence.d to .serve 35 years in. 
tho state ponitent1_ary but the sentence })as recently been 
.reduced t.o 7 years. 
/ 
Ra. .10B · is a· boy who runs away front name. Re loves , 
his homa and his large family, but since he 1was 4 years 
old llas been running away,. .so his· mother says.. Ha has 
been sent to tJcOune three times •.. '111ere seemacl to ba no 
delinquent tendencies but tho running a111ray. Whan lie 
was returned to iif.cCune the second time ·at. tho age ot .11 
years ho had an hysterical fear. or· .any boy who showed · 
tight or ,ran .afte:t" him. He screamed· for help and ran as 
~J 
' fast as he could without any a~tempt at self clefense, 
YJhanaver asr~ailed.. He was give11· a little boxing e:,cperience 
"'*:-ho was compelled, much against his "'11i shes, to stay in 
the ring and return the carefully adminiatered blows of his 
antagonist. Two _lessons OV?rcame the running and.screaming. 
If one averages the 15 histories he find an I. ·Q. ·.of 
85; a social index of 25; a Binet Scatter or 5.'3; individual 1 
reactions 17;- more than a 50% chance to be ~yphilitic, home 
rating 101 Judges rating 8.~. 
Putting it another way_ tJrn average failure of these 13 
boys is bolow a\rerage intelligence, below median social in-
dex,. his home is rated 10, judges rate him 8.6, he- has tw9 
major symptoms of psychopathy and by actual Wasserman test 
very lH!.:ely ts s~rpllilitic. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Answers to the Twelve Questions Set up to De1imit. 
the Specific Problem--Chapter III 
(Correlations under First Eleven Heads) . 
.. 
1 •. Y"nat are the Chronological .Ages of the Boys 
in the Group Studied? 
There· are 143 boys bet\veen the ages of 6 and 18-10, 
but 87 oases lie between 11 and 13-11. 
The mean is 12-4, er:: 2.35 , 
Correlation of chronological age with: 
Mental aga ·= .64± .03 
Social Index = .. 38 ± .05 
· In the" normal group the correlation of chronological 
with mental age would approach unity .so the correlation 
in this study may be taken as something of a .measure of 
t.he abnormality of the group. The correlation ·with social 
index suggests that maturity is,concerned in adaptability. 
2. What are the Intelligence Quotients of the 
Boys in the·Group Studied? 
Intelligence Ratios distribute ·over the ·Binet Scale 
from I. Q. 54 to 142. · The mean intelligence quotient is 
87.10; er, 1.65. 
Correlation of Intelligence Quotient with: 
Chronological age =~237 :±:.05 
.,..,-
Montal Age - .65+ .03 ....... __.. 
Binet Scatter = .19+ .06 , 
Individual Reactions !:-~ 43 :± .05 
Social Index - • 441..,. • 05 -, -
~ 
Home ratings - .334+ .06 
' ' ...... ...... ·• 
"'i" '1c 
Judges ratings - .432± .05 \ -..... ,\ 
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The 1ntelligonce quotient correlates strongly with 
social index, judges ratings, and (negativeiy) with in-
dividual reactions. Thet,e consistent correlations aro 
discussed under other heads. The coefficients of corre-
lation with chronological and mental age seem to measure 
the abnormality of the group in those features since they 
would approach unity in· the normal group. The other cor-
relations are discussed under their various heads. 
~ ( _) 
3. What are the l,i'Iantdl /\gas of the Boys in the 
Group Studied? 
Montal age shows an.average retardation of 2 years. 
The mean is 10-9 idth sigma 2.85" The· middle 50% lies be-·. 
tween 9 and 12 years 
correlation ofmen.ta.l age with: 
Chronological age ,= .64.::!~03 
... 
Intelligence quotient - .65 .... 03 ·-· -.... 
Soqiat Index = .41a'!:,.os 
The first two are discussed under other·hoads. The 
correlation with social index is indicative of the relation 
.of adaptability to intelligence. 
4. To wha~ Extent Does Each Boy Scatter on the 
Binet Test? 
There are 54 cases with 4 or more Binet Scatter and 
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45,0f this numbor are of adequate intelligence, or,bettor, 
that is 80 or above on Binet. Scale. The mean is· 5.41 and 
Sigma is l.66~ 
Correlation of Binet Scatter with: 
--~ 
Intelligence Quotient = .19:! .()6 
Individual Reactions ·=-:.1825 .06 
Social In<lex E.299 f: .06 
.. . 
· Since elsewhere i;t is as·::ume.!i that p_sychopathy may 
condition reactions to the Binet scale, the positive cor-
relation of scatter and intelligence quotient. may seem 
contradictory,.' but the· scatter aboye baaa~ age increases 
mental age and hence is reflected in.the quotient thus com-
pensating to soma e,ctent for the interior placement of basal 
age •. 
·There is a suspicion that the negative correlation 
· w1th individual reactions bears evidence that scatt·ar mea-
sures psychopathy on higher mental levels than Kant-Rosnnoff 
and this posnibly contributes to the negativa·correlation. 
The correlation with social index may be produced by 
the·1ntelligence which succeeded in. revealing itself in 
scatte.r <lespite malfunctioning. 
5. 'What is the Character of the Reactions of 
Each Boy to the Kent-Rosanoff Test? 
Ninety-five boys have 10 to 72 individual reactions 
on the Kent-Rosanoff test. (llyears or more) 
Twenty-eight boys scatter 4·years or more and'have 
10 or more individual. reactions-on the K.ent-Rosanoff test. 
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1'ha mean social index is 37.42. The average social 
index: tor the group of failures in 34 and tha·average for 
10 
3'-1· suooesses is 42~ 
Correlation of Individual Reactions with: 
Intelligence· Quotient =· 43 ±.os 
... :,. 
l!e:ntal Age ~-.42±.05 -
Binet Scatter :.-; 1825 :±..06 
Judges ratings : ~. 43 -t .05 
. . -
The correlation of individu~;r reaot-ions with intell-
igence quotient, mental age, Binet Scatter, and judges 
rating is negative in each ca.so, and trmarltedly prasenttt 
·'.) 
wlth a]l but Binet scatter. There is a strong implication 
that. the malfunctioni.ng it reveals is reflected in the 
judges rating. Probably 1:n o·orrelation with ~he other 3 
factors. the very malfunctioning measured by individual 
reactions oondit.ions to some extent the intelligence with 
which it is correlated- . (It is to be remembered that 
· s·oatter ·func!ions in producing· mental age.) 
·_ Corre+at!on. of: 
Social index and intelligence quotient=:.441-1:,.0498 
ll ti ff Judges rating =-367J.056 
1'•• 
a tt it mental age -.418:t.0485 -
n u ft Binet Scatter -.299-1-.063 - -
"'""' 
;ft fl H home rating -.329.!_.0617 
n n u chronological age =-38!.i.0483 
Social index shows:"markedff correlation with intelli-
gence-quotient, judges ratings, mental age, and oru,onological 
age.. Witli home ratings and Binet Scatter correlat.ion 
is npresent but loi1". One surmises that social index 
or adaptabi.lity is related to intelligence, mental age, 
and chronological age in a conditioning manner. Judg~s 
ratings· are but a crude measure of adaptability an·d the 
· correlation with social index is, hence, significant. 
6 & ?. l1'rom what Kind of a Homa Does Each 
· Boy· Come'? Meighborhood? 
The average home rating is 10.4. The. average for 
the Successes is 11.35, for the failures, it is 10--
none of the tPsee scores ind i.cate as muob. as 50% of the 
standard dwelling. Location of homes offer many and va-
. rious t1diaadvantagtious oircumstancaatt. 
qorrelation of Home Ratings with: 
Intelligence Quotient = .334:t .06 
Judges ratings = .245 :t .06 
Sooial Index ...... 329-t- .05 - -
Home. rating~ has a nprasent but lo~I'' correlation 
with lntel:iigenc·e quotient, judges ratings, and social 
index. The correlation with intelligence quotient is 
higher than that found by Clark(Zl}. Home influence 
may be rofl~cted 1n·ju.dges ratings and social index. 
8. How is Each Boy Hated by Quali.fied Adults 
on His Ability to Get Along with People and Make his 
Own Way? 
(31) Clarlt, Willis VJ. Homa Conditions and Native In-
talligence. Journal Del., Jan. l9t2. J 
-55-
The median. for _judges·rating is 10.32. The average 
for the 10 failux-es rates iS' ·s.s. The average- tor the 
Successes is ll .• 3.. The correlati.on with 1ntelligance is 
ttmarkedn_as it is with social index. With individual re-
actions the correlation is "marked0 btlt negative. 
Correlation of: 
Judges ratings.and home ratings=· .245:t .063 
• 1nt.elligent quotient =·432:t.0483 
fl individual react.ions =~432.:1;053 
n 
'
1 social index =· .367 ± .0498-
Judges ratings ~how t•markedu correlation with intell-
1,-. 
igenee quotient and social index--"m.arkedn negative ·cor-
re11!.ation with individual reactions, and a 11 present but low" 
correlation with home ratings. 
The implication that socia~ index and judges rating 
unconsciously recognize intelligence is interesting. The 
negative ;_correlation with ~ndf.vidual reactions seems to 
~ 
prove that the.factor measured by the individual reaction 
ia inimical to high social rating. Judges ratings strong-
-ly reflect mental traits. 
9., What was the Cause of Commitment of Each Boy? 
Causes of commitment wez•e 69 cases neglect, 42 of-
f ensos against property, 26 rebCllion against place limi-
tation, 5 immorality, l cruelty. 
10. Vihat ·1s the Physical Condition of Each. Boy:? 
-56-
Physioal condition shows 72% have diseased tonsils 
and adenoids,_ 53% have caries, crowded teeth or pyorrhea, 
32% have syphili tio inf ect1on · by -Was·serman test. One-
sixth have had scarlet fever nnd measles •. Ona-sixth have 
.. 
impetigo ·and scabies or_ have _had ·them. 1 Eyes were de-rective . ' 
" in nearly half the group. There were 3 cases of Otitis 
-!!edia and thirteen cases of throat trouble not· described. 
11. If Paroled What is His Present Adaptation 
to soclaty? 
Out of 103 paroles.40 were su~ceosful, 52 unknown, and 
13 failures. Tha average failure has an intelligence quo-
'\__ ' 
_tient of 85, a social index of 34, his home rating is 10, 
juc1.g es rat:l ng 8. 6, he has two /Di~~Or1~~sympto-ms ;Of psychopathy, 
and is very likely syphilitic. 
The average success has an intelligence quot1.ent of 92, 
.,., 
a social index of ,12_., his home rating is 11.35, judges rat-
ing, 113, Binet Scatter is 3.82, individual reactions 14.3, 
and nearly e. 50% chance to be syphilitic. 
SUMMARY 
The average rJicOuna boy is between 11 and 14 yenrs old. 
,. ' 
He ha-s an i.ntelligence quotient of 87.1, his mental age l1os 
between 9 and l::lg he almost co1·tainly has one of tha two ma-
jor symptoms of psychopathy and ho may have both, his social 
index is 38.07, his home is half Viay between average and .. 
nothing and it is located in a poor neighborhood.. The: judges 
re.to him at 10.3 in amiability and power to get along. If hE> 
· v,asn•t sent ou.t for neglect·, he stole or .played truant 
or· ~an ·oft~ h1 s · ton'si11t ~. out 'or ·ought· to be • he· 
ougnt to have glasses "b7 ~. 'even ohanoe, he has a chance 
to be eY'Phil.Hio,* he proba.biy ~{t~~th~ohe or is euf' .. 
te~i'ns:· tram inteotio~- from' 1111/teetb.,ln some part ot hie 
. bo,(f ~d' 1ever;y: sixth one•· ~f' him'' 'has b~d serious child-
1.·. ,'.' • ,'":.. \ i· .••• ,l 
~ • ' J f • ' ' - l ' I- • ' ' " • \ > I. • I • ' --~--~---~------~--~--~----~-~~--------~----~~-----------
T.ABLE I CORRELATION TABLE OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND 
MEN1£J\L .AGE 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 fy 




r 17 l 2 3 
0 
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0 16 l .1 1 3 6 
1 
0 
g +s r l 1 l 2 3 9 
1 
C 
a 14 2 3 l ·l l 2 l . 11 
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12<' ,:2 e 1 .1 7- 9 8 4 ,l 33, · 
·:\ 
11 2 l 3 6 6 4 l l l 25 
10 2. 6. l 3 2 l 15 
9 6 3 9 
B 2 l -l 4 
-~ ... • ··- •U-" -~ 
7 2 -- l l 4 
9 l l 2 
fx 6 15 13 24 28 21 8 11 7 4 6· ·; .. 143 
~ 'l 
2 .245 o'2x = 6.14 or= cfy2 ex = .105 - s.2·1 o2x. c2y -.06 crx = 2.478 - .011 ey- -- 2.296 v-= 3.68 !•245x - .105): • 64 'T:!P .E •= /1 (1-.409§2 2.478 X 2,296 = .6745 s.64' 11.96 
t,0333 
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Table 2 
ex= ~175 
o2x - ~0306· -
d2x:: 10~49 
Y= 4.43 - (,175 :x .2172 .. es 
, . . 3 • 24 X 2 • 09 - • ~ 
c2y:: .047 
(...,._P.E.::f:: .6745 (l • .42252 ... ·65-t: 0326 11 · 96 . · - • - • . ' . 
ri2y = 4. 38 
oy·: 2.09 























a 4 l l 4 6 2 1 4 ·· · 4 1 · l l · 1 25 
t 
t 5 l 2 3 6 3· 4. 3 .• 3 · l 2.· 28 
8 
r 2 l l 2 1 5 6 3 4 l. 24 
l l 2 l 
tx l 3 3 8 12 ,2$ 18 10 17: 6 6 4 1 O l 112 
ox: .1965 d2x = 7.05 
o2x2 =, -.0386 Ojt : 2. 655 
oy = .687 cfJy·= 2.'75 
2 o y:: .472 CftJ': 1.658 
(-: .973 ... (.1965 X .687l . . 
-- . . . 2.655 X l.658. . : .19 
r:: P E =rt .. 6745 c1 - .03612 _ •19 +_ •0613 - 10.58 -
~i 
TABLE 4 CO.RltELATION TABLE OF' INTELLIGENCE ,QUOTIENT MID 






50 56 62 68 74 80 86·92 98 1104 110 116 122 128134140 F 
55 61 67 73 79 85 91 97 103 i09 115 121 127 133 139 145 .. 
, V ~ 
i 72 
d 64 1 
u . •¥ 
a 63 
1 55 l' c 
R 54 
e 46 2 
a 
C 45 · · 
t 37 l 1 
i 
o 36 
n 28 l 1 2 2 l 
s 
27 
19 l 4 ? 5 6 ·2 l 
18 
10 l 2 2 4 4 9 12 6. 7 3 2 . l 
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·1 2 4 7 
10 15 21 25 
r:fax = 8.20 
,<flt :: ,2.564 
4 ·3 2 l 2 
12 12 5 3 3 
cy := .305 
c:v2= .093 
r= --:-1.594 - (-.314 X .305l 
2.864 X 1.22 = -.0.43 
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'!'.ABLE 6 CORRELATION TJ\BLE OF INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS 
AND BIHET SCATTER · , 
Indiv.idual .Reactions 
l 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 f8 51 ~8 5 10 15, 20 25 ·30 35 40 45 55 
s· 8 3 
0 
a 7' 1 1 t 
t 6 2 10 3 l 1 
e 
r 5 l 4 1 l 
0 4 2 2 ·6' 8 3 3, 1 n 
3· 1 l 3 10 2 3 ·. 3 1 l 2 l 
B 
,;:i-:· .2 3 5 6 3 l :s 2 l n,.:·:·· 
G l l t 3 l l 


















ox = .10 <t2x = 5.35 cy = .598 t12y = 2.se· 
o2y s .3576 oy: 1.69 
1'• -• 705 - ( .16 X .598) 
- 2,313 x 1.69 .. ::: -.1825 
Y.:=P.E,:~•&?!15 (l - .03~) __ --.1825 .:t-.0612 
. . 10.68 
TAB~E7 CORRELATION TABLE OJl SOCIAL INDEX AllD INTELLIGENCE 
QUOTIENT (ll years and over) 
B1net.Intelligence Quo([ ent 
69 69 79 69 99 109 119 129 139 149 fy 
50 60 70 · 80 90 .100 110 120 130 140 . ·s·. 
0 69 l l 
C 6$ 
1 
a 64 0 
l 60: , I 
1 '59· l 2 ·l l 5 ·n 5{? 
tf 
e\ 54 2 2 2 2 l l 10 
X·.50 
49 l 2 5 4 4 l ·17 
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44 3 ll 3 ·17 
40 
39 2 4 7 5 l if 1 22 
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34 _, [ 4 6 7 3 , 21 
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29 l 5 2 3 2 13 
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24 2 l 3 1 
20 
l.9 ~ l l l. l 6 
16 \l ") \! 
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\ 
2 ; 14 1 l 
. 10 
9 l l 
6 
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oBx = 2.68 
,- J:,68 - ( .• 276 X -.115). ~ 




tt. P.E;. ,-1-. 6745 (1 - .1945} 
..,- 11.04 • :.441 ± .0498 
. ; . I , - s.eo\ '. 
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RATING (ll years· and over) 
Sooial Index 
·.9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 89 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
l 
l l 1 l 1 
l 3 2 3 1 
l l 2 8 4 3 ·2 3 
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. tx 1 a 6 5 13 19 20 14 14 9 4 0 1108 
<flx :; 5_.08 · oy :-•657 rfay : 5.09 ox =~.083 
\) 
o2x = .OOS9 O'x = 2.253 · o2Y : .432 oY :: 2.258 
. Y: 1.910 - (-.083 X; -.657) ... 367 . §.253 X 2.256 · ~ · 
f±.P.E.•r+ .6745 (1 - .1347) 367 + 056 - - 10.39 .. : • ...;. • . 
~ABLE 9 OORRELA!ION TABLE OF SOOIAL INDEX AND MENTAL AGE 
(11 years and over) 
Sooia.l Index 
9 14 19 24 29 34 39·44 49 54 69 64 69,y 
6 10 15.20 25 30 35 40·45.50 55 60 65 fy 
H 1S 1 l l 3 8 
.e 15 3 l 4 
n 14 l 2 1 l i. l ,, 
t 13 l 3 l l 2 2 1 11 
a. 12 2 2 ·3 l 8 
l 11 1 4 4 6 4 l 20 
A 10 l 2 3 1 3 2 a 2 28 
g 9 l B l. 4 3 5 l 2 19 
e 8 3 5 l ·a ll 
7 l 3 l 5 
6 l l 1 3 
f: 1 2 G 1.13 21 22 18 16 10· 5 0 .l 122 
ox:: -.0164: JJx = 4.985 oy: .697 a <t y :: 5. 54 
0 2x = .0003 dx: 2.aaa .o2y :.4858 6"1 .... a. 354 -
I: 8-19 - ~- . .Q;l~4 x .697L ..... · . 418 .. . ·· a. 2a x 2. 35a;,· 1 : + • 
Y1:-.P.:m •• ~~ • 6745. (l ... 2045l . . 4·1 e· +- 04 ... 86. - /. . . . . 11. 05 .· GI : t . - • 
.. r~. 
~ 
TABLE 10. OOHRELATION T/iBLE OF SOCIAL INDEX AND BINET 
SCATTER 
Social Index 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 f 
9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49. 54 59 
s 8 l 2 3 
C 
a 7 l 1 
t 
t 6 l 2 5 2 4 2 16 
e 
r 6 l 1 2 l 5 
1 ·4 2 5 s 2 l 3 2 l 21 
n 
3 4 2 1 5 6 2 l 21 y 
e 2 l 3 3 5 5 5 l 23 
a 
r l l 2 l l 5 
s 
t l 6 4 ·l~ 16 l? 15 14 6 4 96 
ex: -.0421 o2x = 4.~2 oy = .684 o2y :: 2.89 
c·2x = .001~7 ox - 2.oe o2y =- .468 oy··= l.7 
"(::: i .03 --. (- ~21 X • 68il· .299 . . . 2. 08 X 1. 7 . · • . -
(~P. E. ::: r±_-.6745 ,1 - .09) :e .. 299 + .063 9.75 .. · .• 
TABLE 11 CORRELl1TI0!'3' TABLE OF SOCIAL INDEX AND HOME 
RATUTG (ll years and over) 
Home Rating 
5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 fy 
65 1 l s -
0 64 0 
0 69 / 
i 
l 1 ·l 1 4 a 59 
l 56 
I 54 2 l l l l 1 l 7 
n 50 
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2 2 3 1 l 2 1 l 13 8 49 
X 45 
44 3 -1 ·3 l l l 1 Jl 
40 
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15 
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14· 2 2 
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Table 11 
ox: 1.,.76 
o2x· .:. 3flO 
2 Cl X :· 24. 75 
ox: 4.97 c2y = .0004 \ o':r = 2.23 
"r: 3.§1 - (l. 76 X -.0212· . .z2g 4.97 X 2.23 = 
f+-P,'E, :-rt. ,67459~;5- ,108) ::: ,329 +-,0617 
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14 l l 2 l 4 2 11 
13 l 1 2 5 3 2 4 l 2 Bl 
12 1 l 3 1 4 8 5 4 4 2 33 
11 l 3 l" 5 3 5 4 2 l 25 
10 1 2 4 5 3 · 16 
g l 2 4 2 9 
8 3 l 4 
7 l l 2 4 
6 l l .2 
fx l 4 9 15 17 22 25 17 17 10 5 o l 143 
ox:: -.377 
2 'OX: ,142 
cPx: 4.75 ·· 
r= 1.87 - <-.is?? ,c - ·.102) · '% 9·1 · 2.175 X 2.2~6 = .u 
cy = -.105 
r.± P,E.:: Y±.-6745 (l ... 1452 ..... i:za1 + -0483 
ll.96 - •v. - • 
#,y= 5,27 
<iy : 2.296 
TABLE 13 CORRELATION TABLE OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT AND HOME ., 
RATING 
Home Rating 
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. TABLE 14 CORRE~LATION 1,\BLE .OF JUDGE•S RATIMG AND 
HOME R.4Tlr'lG 
JttdgeJ a ., Rat :tng 
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T.ABLE 15 CORRELATION Tl1BL& OF INTELLIGENCE ·QUOTIENT AMD 
JUDGE•S RATING 
Intelligence Quotient 
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TABLE 16 . · CORRELATION TABLE OF JUDGE•S RATING AND 
INDIVIDUAL IiEACT IONS (ll years and over) 
Judge•sRating 
1 2, 3 ·4 6 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 fy 
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Table 16 
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TABLE 17 CORRELATION TABLE OF INTELLIGENCE qUOTIEMT AND.CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
Intelligence 'iUO~i~n~ ' 
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o2x = .0784 
d2x =. 10.68 
o'x = 3.27 
"f':::-1.715- (;28 X -.08) 27.7·. . . .. 3;27 X 2.31 . = -. 0 
rt..P.E.= r± -0··1':15 (1--.p5a) = -.237 ±.osas ll.96 
02 • .00706 rty_= 2.31 
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RECORD BOOKLET 
For The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests as described in 
Terman's The Measurement of Intelligence. .. GorJ.Jrigk!, 1916 and 1922, by Houghton Mijf(,in Company. All righta reaened . 
No ............... Series .... :.Date ............... . Examiner ........ ~ ....• 
Name . ............... : ....... Age ........ M. Age .......... IQ . . . . . . . . . . . 
Date of birth .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Place of birth ...................... . 
School now attended ........ , .... = ........... ~ .... · . · · Grade· · · · · · · · · .... . 
Parent.~ ............................ Occupation, of father ...... ·.·.· _. ........• 
Address ...... · .............. · · · · ·· · · · · .... · · · · · ·.· · · · · · · · .· · .· ·, ·.·.· ·.· · · · · · · ·-· · · · · • • 
NOTES ON EXAMINATION SUMMARY 




4 ....... . 
5 . ..... . 
6 . ..... . 
7 . ..... . 
8 . ..... . 
9· . . . . . . . ...... 
IO .•..•.. 
12 • ••.••• 
14 . ..... . 
16 . ..... . 
18 . ...... . 
Total .....•...... 
Standing height ...... Sitting height ...... Weight ...... Head cir ........•••• 
Right grip ........ ; . Left grip ...... .- ..... Lung capacity ................••• 
Physical defects ............... , .... : ................ · ........... · ......•••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . , ............. •, ............... · ............................... . 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ................. • .................. . 
D . h" . 1sease 1story .................. :' . · ............... · .........................•• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. .................. · ....................................... . 
. . . · ...................................................................... . 
Age of walking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Talking_ ................ -...........•.•• 
Social status: Very inferior, inferior, average, superior, very superior. 
Years attended school. . . . . . . . Grades repeated. . . . . . . . Skipped ...........••• 
School success: Very inferior, inferior, average, superior, very superior. 
Teacher's est. of I: Very inferior, inferior, average, superior, very superior. 
Miscellaneous ..... ~ .............. · .................. ~ .• ..................•• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -......... · .......... · ... • ... ' ..... ~ ., ...... • .................. . .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . •,••.• .... -~··· ............................... · ......... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .... •, ··~·· • ... ·-~ •. •'• ... •.• .................. . 
Probable limit of development .... ~- ... ; . · .. ~ ~ .. ·. ~ : . -~ .' ~ .... : ... : ..........•.•• 
( 2 ) 
YEAR III. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3,months each.) 
*1. Points to parts of body. (3 of 4.) 
Nose ........... Eyes .......... _Mouth .......... Hair ............... . 
2. Names familiar objects. (3 of 5.) 
Key .. '. . . . Penny. . . . . . Closed knife~ . . . . . Watch ...... Pencil. ....... . 
*3. Pictures, enumeration or better. (At least 3 objects in one pic.ture. "Tell me 
everything you can see in this picture.") · · -
a. Dutch Home ...... '.· .............. · ........... ; .. :.:;::;; .... : .. _..-. 
b. Canoe ........................................ , ........ ;; ...... ;:; .. . 
c. Post Office ............... · ................................... · ... _ .. :. 
4. Gives sex. (Note form of question.) ....... ; ............................ . 
5. Gives last name ..... :.: ............ ·.·-· ........ ~ ............. ~ .. · .... · .... ·• 
*6. Repeats_ 6-7 syllables. (i of 3.) 
a. "I have a little dog." 
b. "The dog runs after the cat." 
c. ''In summer the sun is.hot." 
Al. Repeats 3 digits. (I of 3. Order correct. Read I per second.) 
6-4-1 ... ~ ... ',' ....... . 3-5-2 ... . , ............ 8-3-7 ................... " 
YEAR IV. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*1. Compares lines. (3 of 3, or 5 of 6.) I ...... t ••••••• 2 •.•.•.•.•.• 3 ......... .. 
2. Discrimination of forms. (Kuhlmann. 7 of Io.) 
Circle. ; .. ; ... Square ......... Triangle .... : . . . Other errors .......... .. 
*3. Counts 4 pennies~ . {No error.) ...... , ... ·: ..... ........... -; ..... _- ....... _- .. 
*4. Copies square~. (Pencil. I of 3. Score leniently.) I ...... 2 ....... 3 ...... .. 
*5. Comprehension, 1st degree. (2 of 3.) "What must you do: 
a. ''When you are sleepy? ....... · .................... ; .................• 
b. ''When you are cold? ......•........................................• 
c. "When you are hungry?" ....................................... ~ ..• 
6. Repeats 4 digits. (I of 3. Order correct. Read I per second.) 
4-7-3-9 .. .... , ......... 2-8-5-4 . ............. 7-2-6-I . ................... • 
Al. Repeats 12-13 syllables. (1 of 3 absolutely correct, or 2 with I error each.) 
a. "The boy's name is John. · He is a very good boy." 
b. "When the train passes you will hear the whistle blow." 
c. "We are going to have a good time in the country." 
Nom. - The tests marked with a * constitute an abbreviated scale, for use in case there is 
not time to give a complete test. These have been selected on the basis of reliability, rapidity 
with whiclt they tnay be given, and for variety. If only the tests of the abbreviated scale are 
given they should be weighted as follows:-years III to X, 3 months for each test; Year XII, 
4 months each; Year XIV, 6 months each; average adult, 7~ months each; superior adult, 9 
months each. , · , · , , - · · · 
( 3 ) 
YEAR V. (fr.tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*1. Comparison of weights. (2 of 3. E. may illustrate procedure.) · 
3-15 .............. 15-3 .............. 3-15 .. ......... · ..............• 
• I 
:la.?. Colors. (No er~or.) 
Red ........... Yellow ............. Blue ............. Green ..............• 
*3. Aesthetic comparison. (No error.) 
Upper pair ......... '. .... Middle ................ Lower ............. . 
4. Definitions, use or better. (4 of 6.) 
Chair .......... ·.·.········· .......... Doll ........................ ·.·.··.·.·.· .... . 
Horse .... · ..................... Pencil ................................ . 
Fork .......................... Table ....... · .. · ... · ..... · .............. ·. 
5. Patience, or divided rectangle. (2 of 3 trials. _1 miriute each.) 
1 ...................... ~ ......... , ..•........ Time ................ . 
2 ..... · .......... , ............................ Time ................ . 
3 ........................................... Time ................. . 
*6. Three commissions. (No error., Order correct.) 
Puts key on chair ... .' ...... Shuts door .......... ~. J:frings box ......... . 
Al. Age ............... :.~ ...................... , ... · ..................... . 
YEAR. VI. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*r. Right and left. (3 of 3, or 5 of 6.) 
R. hand ........... , ..... L. ear ................ .R. eye .......... · ......•• 
' ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ,• 
*2. Mutilated pictures. (3 of 4.) 
Eye .......... Mouth ......... , .. Nose ............. Arms ... i •••••••••• 
*3. Counts 13 pennies. (1, of 2 trials, without error.) ....................... . 
*4. Comprehension, 2d degree. (2 of 3.) "What's the thing to do: 
a. "If it is rainingwhen you start to school? .................... '. ..... . 
b. "If you find that your house is on fire? ............................ . 
c. "If you are going some place and miss your car?" .......... _. ........ . 
5. Coins. (3 of 4. Present in order given below.) 
Nickel. : ; ....... Penny ........... Quarter .......... Dime ........... . 
6. Repeats 16-18 syllables. (1 of 3 absolutely correct; or 2 with I error each.) 
a. "We are having a fine time. We found a little mouse in the trap." 
b. "Walter had a fine time on his vacation. He went fishing every day." 
c. "We will go out for a long walk. Please give me my pretty straw hat." 
Al. Morning or afternoon. (Note form of question.) ..... · .................• 
( 4") 
YEAR VII. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*1. Fingers. (No error.) R .......... L .......... Both.: ................• 
*2. J;>ictures, description or better. (Over half of performance description. "Tell' 
me what this picture is about?" "What is this a picture of?") 
a. Dutch Home ...... ~._ ...................... _ ................ .- ......• ~ 
b. Canoe.-.. · ................. -.... , ................ !..' •••••• -• .,. •••••••• ., 
c. Post Office ....................................................... ... . . 
3. Repeats 5 digits. (r of 3. Order correct. · Read I per second.) 
3-r-7-5-9 · ·.· · · · · ..... 4-2-8 .. 3-5 ............ 9-8-1-7-6 ................... . 
4. Ties bow knot. (Model shown. I minute. . 11 Single" bow half credit.) 
Time ..... : .... · .................. Method ........... · ................... . 
*5. Gives differences. (2 of 3.) 
a. Fly and .butterfly ..................................................... ... 
b. Stone and egg .................................... · ... ~ ............... . 
c. \\Tood. and glass .................... · ......................... _ .....•. 
*6. Copies diamond.· (Pen. 2 of 3.) a ........... b .......... c ............ •. 
Al. r. Names days of week. (Order correct. 2 1of 3 checks correct.) 
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun. 
AI. 2. Repeats 3 digits backwards. (I of 3. Read I per second.) 
2-8-3 . .. ~ . . .. . . . . . . . 4_~2-7 . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . 9-5-8 .. ........... ; ........• 
YEAR VIII. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
I. Ball and field. (Inferior plan.or better.) ......... • ........................ .. 
. *2. Counts 20-0. (40 seconds. · I error allowed.) Time.; .. , .... Errors ....... .. 
*3. Comprehension, 3rd degree. (2 of 3.) "What's the thing for you to do: 
a. 11 When you have broken something which belongs to someone else? ...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . • ... ~' ..... ~.:... .......................................... . 
b. "When you are on your way to school and notice that you are in danger 
of being late? ....................... , ........... -......... _ ....... . 
c. "If a playmate hits you without meaning to do it?" .......... · ........ . 
*4. Gives similarities, two things. (2 of 4. 11 In what way are wood and coa} 
alike?" etc. Any real likeness is plus.) 
a. Wood and coal. ............ : .... .- ............................... ~ .. 
b. Apple a·nd peach ................... : ...... ' .......................• 
c. Iron and silver .............................. · ..... ; · ...... .' ....... .. 
d-. Ship and automobile .................................... ·· .. · · . , ·,, 
5. Definitions superior to use. · (2 of 4. "Thing)' as genus counts pl~s.) 
a. Balloon ....................... : ............................ ~ .. ~ ...• 
b. Tiger ...... ; ............ _ ................... ·-·.· ..... , .............. . 
· c. Football .............. : ................................... , ........ . 
d,. Soldier ............ · ..................... · ......................... . 
"'6. Vocabulary, 20 words. Score ................. Total Vocab ............. . 
Al. 1. Six coins. (No error. Give in order indicated.) 
.05 ... . _ .... . OI ......... 25 ......... IO .... , ... 1.00 ..... .... . 50 ...... . 
Al. 2. Dictation. (11 See the little boy." Easily legible. Pen, I minute.) 
Time. . . . . . . . . . . . Score by Ayres scale ...................... _. ..•••••• 
"Let us suppose that your baseball has 
been lost in this round field. You have no 
idea what part of the field it is in. You 
don't know what direction it came from, 
how it got there, or with what force it 
came. All you know is that the ball is lost 
somewhere in the field. Now take this 
pencil and mark out a path to show me how 
you would hunt for the ball so as to be sure 
not to miss it. Begin at the gate and show 
me what path you would take." 
YEAR IX. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*1. Date. (Allow error of 3 days in c, no error in a, b, or d.) 
a. Day of week ....... b. month ....... c. day of m ...... d. year ........• 
*2~ Weights .. (3, 6, 9, r2, 15. Procedure not illustrated. · 2 of 3 correct.) 
a . .......... ~.··.............. Method ...... ·.·.· .................... . 
b . .. ·.: ........... ·.· ...... . Method ............................. . 
C. • ....... •.; ............ . Method ............................... . 
J. Makes change. (2 of 3. No coins, paper, or pencil.) 
10-4 .................. 15-12 .. :.·····-'·~······· '25-4 ··············.· 
*4. Repeats 4 digits backwards. (1 of 3. Read 1 per second.) 
6-5-2-8 .. .. · .. ' . · .. · ...... ·. 4-9-3-7 ·-· . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-6-2-9 ............ . 
*5. Three words. (2 of 3. Oral. 1 sentence or not over 2 coordinate clauses. E. 
must not illustrate what a sentence is.) 
a. Boy, river, ball .............. , .. _ ......... ~ .......................... . 
b. Work, money, men ...... , ......................................... . 
c. Desert, rivers, lakes ................................................ . 
6. Rhymes. (3 rhymes for each word. 1 minute for. each part. Illustrate with 
hat, rat, cat. 2 of 3 correct.) 
a. Day ....... ~ ........... : ............. .' . Time ................... . 
b. Mill ....... · ..................... ·. . . . . . . Time ..................• 
c. Spring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Time ..................• 
Al. 1. Months. (15 ~econds and I error in naming. 2 checks of 3 correct.) 
Jan., Feb., Mch., Apr., May, June, July,' Aug., Sept:, Oct., Nov., Dec. 
Al. 2. Stamps, gives total value. (2d trial if individual values are known.) 
( 6 ) 
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YEAR X. (6 tests, 2 months each, or 4 tests, 3 months each.) 
*1. Vocabulary, 30 words. Score ................ Total Vocab .......... ! ..•. 
*2. Absurdities. (4 of 5. Warn. Spontaneous correction allowed.) 
a. "A man said: 'I know a road from my house to the city which is down 
hill all the way to the city and down hill all the ~ay back home.'" 
b. "An engineer said that the more cars he had on his train the faster he 
could go." 
c. "Yesterday the police found the body of a girl cut into 18 pieces. They 
believe that she killed herself." 
d. "There was a railroad accident yesterday, but it was not very serious. 
Only 48 people were killed." 
e. "A bicycle rider, befog thrown from his bicycle in an accident, struck his 
head against a stone and was instantly killed. They picked him up and 
carried him to the hospital, and they do not think he will get well 
again." · 
3. Designs. (I correct, I half correct. Expose Io seconds.) a ....... b . ..••• 
4. Reading and report. (8 memories. 35 seconds and 2 mistakes in reading.) 
Memories. . . . . . . . . . Time for reading ..... ~ . . . . Mistakes ........... . 
New York. J Sept~mber 5th. I -A fire I last night I burned I three houses I 
near the center I of the city. I It took some time I to put it out. I The loss I 
was fifty thousand dollars, I and seventeen families I lost their homes~ r In saving I 
a girl ·1 who was asleep I· in bed, I a fireman I was burned I on the hands. 
*5. Comprehension, 4th degree. · (2 of 3. Question may be repeated.) 
a. "What ought you to say when someone asks your opinion about a person 
you don't know very well?" ..... , ............................... . 
b. "What ought you to do before undertaking (beginning) something very 
important?'" ................... · .. ,. · ...... ·. · ...................... . 
c. "Why should we judge a person more by his actions than by his words?" 
.... •.•;.• ........ • .. • ........ • ... •,• ·.· ............................... . 
*6. 60 words. (Score half-minutes separately. Illustr~te with clouds, dog, chair, 
happy.) I ....... . 2 ........ 3 ....... 4._. ...... 5., .. , ... 6 ..... , .. 
Method ............................................................. . 
AL I. Repeats 6 digits. (1 of 2. Order correct. Read I per seconq.) 
3-7-4-8-5-9 . ..................... 5-2-1-7-4-6 . ...... , ................. . 
AL 2. Repeats 20-22 syllables. (1 of 3 correct, or 2 with I error each.) 
a. "The apple tree makes a cool pleasant shade on the ground where the 
children are playing." . 
b. "It is nearly half-past one o'clock; the house is very quiet and the cat 
has gone to sleep." 
c. "In summer the days are very warm and fine; in winter it snows and I am 
cold." 
Al. 3. Form board. (Healy-Fernald Puzzle A. 3 times in 5 minutes.) 
Time: a ........ b ....... . ,. . . . . . . . Method ................••••••• 
· C 7 > 
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YEAR XII. (8 tests, 3 months each, or 6 tests, 4 months each.) 
*1. Vocabulary, 40 words. Score .............. Total Vocab ......... .' ......• 
2. Abstract words. (3 of 5.)' 
a. Pity ............................... ····························· 
b. Revenge ....................................................... . 
c. Charity .......................................................•. 
d. Envy ................................................. ;, ....... . 
e. Justice ....................................•....................• 
3. Ball and field. (Superior plan.) ......................................•• 
*4. Dissected sentences .. (2 of 3. . I minute each.) 
a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time ............. · ...••• 
b . .. ·. · ...... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . • • • . . . Time ...............•••• 
c. . · ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time ...............•••• 
*5. Fables. (Score 4, i. e., two correct or the equivalent in half credits.) 
a.· Hercules and wagoner ..........................................•••• 
· b. Maid and eggs ..................................................•• 
c. Fox and crow ..............................................•.•.•• 
d. Farmer and stork ........... : ................................•.•• 
e. Miller, son and donkey .......................................••• , 
*6. Repeats S digits backwards. (I of 3. Read I per second.) 
3-1-8-7-9 ............. 6-9-4-8-2 .............. 5-2-9-6-1 . . · .......... ~• 
*7. Pictures, interpretation. (3 of 4. "Explain this picture.") 
a. Dutch Home ..................................................•• 
b. Canoe ....................................................•.•.•• 
. . . . . . . . . . ~ ............................... '• ....... ' ............. . 
c. Post Office ...................................................••• 
d. Colonial Home .................................................. . 
*8. ·Gives similarities, three things. (3 of 5. "In what way are-,-,-, alike?") 
a. Snake, cow, sparrow ............................................. . 
b. Book, teacher, newspaper .......................................•• 
c. Wool, cotton, leather ............................................. .. 
d. Knife-blade, penny, piece of wire ................................... .. 
e. Rose, potato, tree .•............•............. · ........•••••••••..• ,, ... 
( 8 ) 
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YEAR XIV. (6 tests, 4 months each, or 4 tests, 6 months each.) 
j*r. Vocabulary, 50 words. Score... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'fota_l Vocab ........... . 
2. Induction test. (Gets rule by 6th folding. Unfold after each cutting.) 
I .......•.. 2 ....... · ... 3.· .. ~ ... ; .. 4 .......... 5 .......... 6 .......... Rule ....... : .. 
*3. President and king. (Power. . . . . . accession. . . . . . tenure. . . . . . . . 2 of 3.) 
a .................................... · ......... ; ... : .............. . 
b.' ........................................... · .................... . 
c. . .... ·, .............. ~ ..................... · ..................... . 
* 4. Problems of fact. (2 of 3. Query on a and b.) 
a. "A man who was walking in the woods near a city stopped suddenly, 
very much frightened, and then· ran to the nearest policeman, saying 
that he had just seen hanging from the limb of a tree a---a what?" 
b. "My neighbor has been having queer visitors. First a doctor came to his 
house, then a lawyer, then a minister (preacher or priest). What do 
you think happened there?" ) 
................. ' ............................................. ' .. . 
c. "An Indian who· had come to town for the first time in his life saw a 
white man riding along the street. As the white man rode by the 
Indian said - 'The white man is lazy; he walks sitting down.' What 
was the white man riding on that caused the Indian to say 'he walks 
sitting down'?" · · · · · · 
*5. Arithmetical reasoning. (r minute each. 2 of 3.) 
a. Save $300 ............. ::.: ............. Time ................... · 
b. Pencils ........... : ........ : ............ Time .................. . 
c. Cloth: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time ................... . 
6. Clock. (2 of 3. Error must not exceed 3 or 4 minutes.) . . . . 6 :22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time required ..............• ; 
8 :08 ..................... · .......... · .. ~ Time req·uired ...... ~ ....... . 
1 2 :46. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time required ................ ' 
j Al. Repeats 7 digits. (r of 2. · Oider correct. Read I per second.) 
! 2-1-8-3-4-3-9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9-7-2-8-4-7-5 • ..................• 
( 9 ) 
YEAR XVI, AVERAGE ADULT. (6 tests, 5 months each, or 4 tests, 
7~ months each.) .. . . . 
*r. Vocabulary, 65 words. Score ................ Total Vocab .............. . 
*2. Interpretation of fables. · (Score 8.) (First explain what a fable is, and after-
reading each say, "What lesson does that teach us?") 
a. Hercules and wagoner ............................................ . 
b. Maid and·eggs .................................................. ., 
c. Fox and crow ..... · ........... : .......... ~ ................... \ ... .. 
d. Farmer and stork ........... · .................................... .. 
e. Miller, son and donkey ........................................... .. 
3. Difference between abstract words. (3 real contrasts out of 4.) 
a. Laziness and idleness . . ........................................... . 
b. Evolution ·and revolution .......................................... . 
c. Poverty and misery ....................... '. ...................... . 
d. Character and reputation ...................................... ; .. .. 
*4. Problem of the enclosed boxes. (3 of 4.) One large box containing: 
a. 2 smaller, 1 inside of each .. ; .....................................• 
b. 2 smaller, 2 inside of each ........................................ · ..
c. 3 smaller, 3 inside of each ......................................... . 
d. 4 smaller, 4 inside of each ........................................ .. 
*5. Repeats 6 digits backwards. (1 of 3.) 
4-7-1-9-5-2 .· .. .' . . . . . . 5-8-3-2-9-4. . . . . . . . . . 7-5-2-6-3-8 . ............ . 
6. Code, writes C(Come quickly." (2 errors. 6 minutes. Omission of dot count& 
half error. Illustrate with "war" and ·"spy.") 
Errors ........... C-0-M-E Q-U-I-C-K~L~Y .......... Time .......... . 
Method ........................................................... . 
Al. r. Repeats 28 syllables. (1 of 2 absolutely correct.) 
a. Walter likes ~~ry· J:I?.UCh to go. on visits to his grandmother', 'because she 
always tells him many funny stories. 
b. Yesterday I saw a pretty little dog in the street. It had curly brown hair, 
short legs, and a long tail. 
Al. 2. Comprehension of physical relations. (2 of 3.) 
a. Path of cannon ball ................. ·. · ....... · ...... · ..............• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.· .. ,.·.·.· ... · ...... ····· ............... •·• 
b. Weight of fish in water ........................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ·• ................. \. '. · ...... ~. ". ' ..... ' ........................ . 
c. Hitting distant .mark.~·.·.· .. · .... ·.;.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.· . ·.· .....................•. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ......................... . 
( IO ) 
XVIII, SUPERIOR ADULT. (6 tests, 6 months each, or 4 tests, 9 months each.) 
*1. Vocabulary, 75 words. Score .............. ; ... Total Vocab ........... . 
2. Binet's paper cutting test. Draws folds and locates holes. (If given, must 
come before XIV2.) 
*3. Repeats 8 digits. (1 of 3. Order correct. Read I per second.) 
7-2-5-3-4-8-9-6 .......... 4-9-8-5-3-7-6-2 .......... 8-3-7-9-5-4-8-2 ......• 
*4. Repeats thought of passage heard. (1 of 2. E. reads each in about J min.) 
·" 1 am going to read a little selection of about six or eight lines. When I am 
through I will ask you to r€:peat as much of it as you can. It does n't make 
any difference whether you remember the exact words or not, but you must 
listen carefully so that you can tell me everything it says." 
a. "Tests such as we are now making are of value both for the advancement 
of science and for the information of. the person who is tested. It is 
important for science to learn how people differ and on what factors 
these differences depend. If we can separate the influence of heredity 
from the influence of environment we may be able to apply our knowl-
edge so as to guide human development. We may thus in some cases 
correct defects and develop abilities which we might otherwise n.eglect." 
................................................................... ' . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . •.• ..................................................... . 
b. "Many opinions have been given on the value of life. Some call ,it good, 
others ca11 it bad. It would be nearer correct to say that it is mediocre, 
for on the one hand our happiness is never as great as we should like, 
and on the other hand our misfortunes are never as great as our enemies 
· would wish for us. It is this mediocrity of life which prevents it from 
being radically unjust.'.' 
.................................................................... 
*5. Repeats 7 digits backwards. (1 of 3.) 
4-1-6-2-5-9-3 ............ 3-8-2-6-4-7-5 ......... · .. 9-4-5-2-8-3-7. · · · · · . · 
6. Ingenuity test. (2 of 3. 5 minutes each. If S fails on 1st, E explains that one.) 
a. "A mother sent her boy to the river to get seven pints of water. She gave 
him a 3-pint vessel and a 5-pint vessel. Show me how the boy can 
measure out exactly 7 pints without guessing at the amount. Begin by 
filling the 5-pint vessel." 
......................................................... •.• ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b. Same, except 5 and 7 given to get 8. (" Begin with 5.") 
................................................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .......................................... . 
c. Same, except 4 and 9 given to get 7., ("Begin with 4.") 
............................. : ..................... ,• ........... ... 
c:•••••••••••••+••••• •••••••••••• •• •••••• ••••• •••••••••••••• • •• • 
( II ) 
"Fables, you know, are little stories which teach tis a·Iesson. Now I am going to ~ead a fable to you. Li& 
ten carefully and when I am through I will ask you to tell what lesson the fable teaches us." 
After rea~ing each fable say, "What lesson does that teach us?" Ask also if fable has been heard before.. 
A. HERCULES AND THE WAGONER 
A man was driving along a country road, when the wheels suddenly sank in a deep rut. The man did 
nothing but loo~ at·~,he wagon and call loudly to Hercules to come and help him. Hercules came up, looked at 
the man, and said: . Put your shoulder to the wheel, my man, and whip up your oxen." Then he went away 
and left the driver. 
Lesson ............................. -........... -.. -........................................ -.........•• w 
................................................................. ·........ .- .......................... .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .................................. .. .. 
B. THE MILKMAID AND HER PLANS 
A milkmaid was carrying her pail of milk on her head, and was thinking to herself thus: "The money for 
this milk will buy 4 hens; the hens will lay at least 100 eggs; the eggs will produce atleast 75 chicks; and with 
the money which the chicks will bring I can buy a new dress to wear instead of the r~ged one I have on." At 
this moment she looked down at herself, trying to think how she would look in her new dress; but as she did so 
the pail of milk slipped from her head and dashed upon the ground. Thus all her imaginary schemes perished in a moment. · · . · · 
Lesson ...•............................................... -................ · .....................•.•• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
C. THE FOX AND THE CROW 
A crow, having stolen a bit of meat, perched in a tree and held it in her.beak. A fox, seeing her, wished 
to secure the meat, and spoke to the crow thus:" How handsome you are! and I have·heard that the beauty of 
your voice is equal to that of your form and feathers. Will you not sing for me, so that I may judge whether 
this is true?" The crow was so pleased that she opened her mouth to sing and dropped the meat, which the fox 
im~ediately ate. 
Lesson ................................. · ...•...... · . · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · • • 
O O o O O e o •. o o' o o .• 'o O e O O o •,..• o o e o e O • e ·• ·~. O ·• 0 e O O O O O O e O o O e O e O e o O O O • 0. e O e • e o O o O e O • o O e O e I f f I t I t , t f f I, 4 f I I t f t I. f I I f f ... 
O o e e • • o o o o o o o e o o o e e o o e o o e • o • e e e • • • • • • • e • • o • O • • • o • o e O • e • o e o • o e • e I t I I I I I I C t I I t I I I f I I I I I \ 1 • I I t \ I I I ( ff 
D. THE FARMER AND THE STORK 
A farmer set some traps to catch cranes which had been eating his seed. With them he caught a stork. 
The stork, which had not really been stealing, begged the farmer to spare his life, saying that he was a bird of 
excellent character, that he was not at all like the cranes, and that the farmer should have pity on him. But the 
farmer said:" I have caught you with these robbers, the cranes, and you have got to die with them." 
Lesson ................. : ... · ............ , · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ' ' ..................... ' .......................................................... • .................. . 
E. THE MILLER, HIS SON, AND THE DONKEY 
A miller and his son were driving· their donkey to a neighboring town to sell him. They had not gone far 
when a child saw them and cried out: ''What fools those fellows are to be trudging along on foot when one of 
them might be riding." The old man, hearing this, made his son get on thg, donkey, while he himself walked. 
Soon they came upon·some men. "Look," said one of them, "see that lazy boy riding while his old father has 
to walk." On hearing this the miller made his son get off, and he climbed upon the donkey himself. Farther on 
they met a company of women, who shouted out: "Why, you lazy old fellow, to ride along so comfortably while 
your poor boy there can hardly keep pace by the side of you!" And so the good-natured miller took his boy up 
behind him and both of them rode. As they came to the town a citizen said to them, "Why, you cruel fellows! 
you two are better able to carry the poor little donkey than he is to carry you." "Very well," said the miller,: 
"we will try." So both of them jumped to the ground, got some ropes, tied the donkey's legs to a pole and tried 
to carry him. But as they crossed the bridge the donkey became frightened, kicked loose and fell into the stream. 
Lesson ••......................... · . ; · · · · · · ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • ....................................................................... ,• ......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ... ~ ~ ~ 
( I2) 
VOCABULARY - Score ......•.•...•....... 
\ 
Time begun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time finished ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . Time· required .......... . C .. ..... .. 
1~·· gown ....... ~ ............................ . 
. ?.. tap ..... · ................................ . 
g. scorch ................................... . 
4. puddle .................................. . 
5·. envelope .................................. . 
6. rule ..................................... . 
7. health ................................... . 
8. eye-lash .................................. . 
9. copper .................................. . 
10. curse ...................................... . 
11. pork .................................. ; .. 
12 •. outward ................................. . 
13. southern ................................. . 
14. lecture .............. · .................... . 
15. dungeon .................................•. 
16. skill .....................................•• 
17. ramble .................................•• 
18. civil ..................................•• 
"19. insure ..................................•• 
ao. nerve .................... · ......... · ......• 
'2I. juggler ..................... · ..............• 
22. regard ................................... . 
, 23~ stave ....................................•• 
a4. brunette ................................. ·. 
25. hysterics ................................ . 
tz6. Mars ................ .' ..................... . 
fJ.7. mosaic .. :· ...... '~-~ ... -~:: ...... : ..... ·"· ... ·;· 
28. bewail.~ ...... : ...... : .................... . 
29. priceless .................................•. 
30. disproportionate .......................... . 
31. tolerate .................................. . 
32 . . artless ................................... . 
33. depredation ..... ; ........................ . 
34. lotus .................................... . 
35. frustrate ................................. . 
36. harpy .................. ~ ................ . 
37. flaunt .................................... · 
38. ochre ......................... ~ ........... . 
39. milksop ................................. . 
40. incrustation ............................... , 
41. retroactive .. · ........................... ~. 
42. ambergris ...................•. _: ........... . .) 
43. achromatic .............................. . 
44. perfunctory .... · ......................... . 
45. c~suistr~ ............ · .. · .... · .............. . 
46. p1scator1al ............................... . 
. 47. sudorific ............................... . 
48. parterre ................................. . 
49~· shagreen ................................. . 
,50. com plot ........................... · .... · .. ; 
1. orange .............................. ~ ..•• 
e. bonfire ............•...................... 
3. straw .................................... . 
4. roar ..................................... : 
5. haste ............................. ; .... ~ .. . 
6. afloat ................ : .................. . 
7. guitar ..................................... . 
8. mellow ................................. · .. 
9. impolite .............. : .................. . 
IO. plumbing . ............. , .................. . 
I I. noticeable ................................ . 
. 12. muzzle .................................. . 
13. quake ................................... . 
14. reception ...................... : ......... . 
15. majesty ............... · ................... . 
16. treasury .................................. . 
17. misuse .................................. . 
18. crunch .................................. . 
19. forfeit ........................ · ............ . 
20. sportive ................................. . 
21. api_sh ...... · .............................. . 
22. snip ............. ·:· ...................... . 
23. shrewd ...................................•. _ 
24. repose .................................... . 
25. peculiarity ..... ; ........................... . 
26. conscientious ......... • ........ ~ ..... .- ..... . 
27; ·charter... . . .--~ ~; . · ..... >t ...... · .... . 
2-8. coinage ...... ;-: ............................. . 
29. dilapidated. '. ........ · ~ ........ · ...........• 
30. promontory ......... · ..................... . 
31. avarice .................................. . 
32. gelatinous ..... '. ......................... . 
33. drabble ............. · ..................... . 
34. philanthropy ............................. . 
35. irony .................................... . 
36. embody. ~ ............................... . 
37. swaddle ..........................•....... 
38. exaltation ............................... . 
39 infuse.· .................................. . 
40. selectman .................................• 
41. declivit:v .......................... '. ...... . 
42. laity .................................... , 
43. fen; ..................... :· . ..............• ,, 
44. sapient ..................... · ............•. _ 
45. cameo .............. ~ ....... · ........ ; ..... . 
46. theosophy .............. ~ ................ . 
47. precipitancy ............................. .. 
48. paleology ............................••. ~ 
49. homunculus ................. ~ . ~ ........ .. 
50. limpet ................................... .. 
NOTE: To get the entire vocabulary, multiply the number of correct definitions by 180, if both lists are given; if only the first 
list is given, multiply by 36o. If only one list is giV!!n, ~ulti~ly t~e nu~~er of coi:rect defini~ions by 2 to get the score. 
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STATE OF '.MISSOURI 
:Plaintiff, 
ys: 
...... ························ ,1 ···.······························ 
:J . .. Def.endant. 
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COMMITMENT 
THE ST·. ATE OF MISSOURI, lss 
COUNTY OF JACKSON, S • 
To ___ ._,.·--·------------------·--·· .. _____ .--········--················-· ........................................ . 
... . ··········· ....... · ............................ · ................. ·: _____ · .. _ ... · ............................................ · ....... , Greeting: 
. I. . 
WHEREAS, by the Judgment of the Juvenile Court of Jackson.County, Missouri, at. 
Kansas City, made on. the ................... ~---···· -~-~--·-~---···day of ........................... ~-----~---·····--, 19 ........ , 
. ', 
························~·-··-~·-·······-~·-············: ............ ~. ·----~-, adjudged to be a ............. ~-----~---·············child, 
was awarded to your custody and control, subject to the orders of this Court. 
'! .. 
THESE ;ARE THEREFORE TO AUTHORIZE.YOU to take charge of and properly 
care for · said child until the . further . order of the Court. 
Witness, W. H. HARPER, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Jackson County, Mis-
. :. ~,: souri, and ·ex-officio Clerk of the Juvenile Court of said County, with the 
seal of said Circuit Court affix.ed hereto, at office in Kansas City, this 
. ~:r ..................... , ______ · ....... day of ........................................... · .. , 19 ........ . 
W. H. HARPER, Clerk. 
By .. ~---···· ......................................... ~- ....... Deputy. 
FAMILY HISTORY .HOME -CONDITIONS 
. F athei s . Name . ,. , :.L., .'. , .... :.. ;.. :.L,l.,:.: . 1 J' YP~ · of ·Dweling .. : .... ·., .. ,.,., . ,~ .... : .. 
. oCcupationc. . , ...... '. : .... ·.... :. '. :. :):'. :. . No .. of Roo~s:,.) .. ,......... :.. :··:··· ... '. . 
Mother's Name ___ ~-----L-----------· _: __ ~-__ Rent Paid.~ ... ~.;._ .. ·.. ~~ . ~ ~~ ~ .. ;. .. :..... ·... 
\,. ,. :,:- ' ', ' , ' ',' 
'. Occupation __ ~~-'-~-~---~~--~--··-~~---··-·-~~-~:-~. No. of Persons Living There .. -~-· .. :·-~--·· · 
. No. fo Family~-~~··-~·--~~·-·' .;.··:··-·~-: ..;.;. __ :_· ____ · Sanitary Conditions . : .. ~.-~-~.; .. ;.~ . ~;. . .; ... .; .. · 
t' . ' 
_-'f otal l~c:om~-.;~-~.-:~"-~-". .. ;. . '.-~··-~·-··-·,·:3.~:; Boarders ..... ~·-· .............. _. .... 
·.Father· Dead .. ~-·~·~·;.~ . ~other Dead . .; . ~-~~-~-~.~·: 
· · · .. - .· · . _ .. 'l INDIVIDUAL RECORD Parents Separated .. ;. . ~ •. ~ ..... .; .. .; .... ~.'.;.~~.i _. 
' • · - •. · _._. • 1 -_ :_ . . . . · ·_ . . ' '),\ "N . . f S  h I -. . ·. . . ·. ·. . . 
,' Parents D1vorced .. ~·-····~·-··~·~·····~--·~-/{ · . a~_e o. c oo .......... _-·~·~·:··.····-~.-··-· 
'~ives 'V'ith~ .. ~ _,. ~ ~ ...... -~ .... ·~ ~ .. ;. .;  :·:--~ . ~? .. ·\1 ·>Grade.~-.-.. ~.; ...... .; .... i~ •• ~ ••••• ~ u. ~ ·,··· ..... 
_. Step~father~~ ··:·.· .:.;.::·Ste~-mother ... ;~~-~-: -~ ~·~~-J : J\tendance:.; ... ~· ... ·.7 .. ·_··-·~-·-~--~--·--.; .. 
·Remarks~.;.~.;.: . ~ .... ~.:,·-· . ~-~.-~ ....... ~-. ·.~. t. Conduct .. ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ..•...... ~.;.~ . ~-·.~ ....... ~. 
HISTORY . IONTINUED 
' . ; i 2) . ,• 
Name ................................ .' .... ~- ..... ~----- ____ -------- ___ · t .1L ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • Age ...... : .............. ~~ ... ~ ... :., 
' • '111\ I ' 
Add ,... · ·' . . · - : . ··. >·-1;1 N B" hd , ·'. ·· . · · · ·: ,.:i_. · · ress.·.~-..... -~ .' ... ,- .. _. __ .. ·. -,-~ .......... : ~ .......... ·-. ~. : ... -~ 11~: .....• _ ext 1rt ay .. .......... -:- ....... ~ ...... . :~ ... ~ .. -. /. ' .. 
. , · , .. , ·· . -· . · . . iw . ' ,i_/ , . . .· •. .. . , ; . ·· .. · 
Date ·Reported .... : ......... ~ .... -~ ...... ~. ____ ...... _~-; .. __ _ q;\J.. _ .. ___ ._.Reported by.-------~-------·-;.· .. .:~---~---~ --~ --.. 
'· . . ' . · : ii/.1\' -'· . . . . 0 • • 
·· · •. . ' ·.. · ·. ·· 1h'1_i • • • · · j Girl Negro 
Cha~ge. ~---~---··;.·~--------~--·· -----~~-------;. .................. ;..~Nationabty ............... ,----- -·--·-· · 1 Boy . White 
History ,, . 
No .... ; .... 
Name of family ........................ No. in family ....... . 
No. of boys living .... dead .... No. of girls living .... dead ... . 
Age of mother at birth of child. . . . . . , Age of father, etc. ... . 
Father's work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mother's work ........... . 
A.ge of child at first delinquency .... Child's bedtime ....... . 
Child's contribution to family-work or money ............... . . 
Child's number in family sequence ........................... . 
Books ............................ ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
Regular attendance at church or S. S.. . . . . . Religion ......... , . 
Readh~g habits ...................... ! ••••••••• '. •••••••••••••• 
Education of parents ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : 
Nationality •• 
. I.'·,. , 








. . ·,· o·' . f'." 
Number of times exceeding mode :plus.A. D.~ · ' ' . . . !,1 
··· General conclusions/ 
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I 1. Black. 61. Memory 
1_1_2_._M_u_t_t_o_n-'------~~---~··'------,-----'--•-----•--'~·"""-'-·•·-'-'-----•~•-~2. Sheep · 
13;. Comfort 63. Bath 
14. Hand·' 
1s: Short 
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93 •. Quiet 
94, Green 
95. Salt 
96. Street 
97'. King 
98. Cheese 
